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womanumms
Seen&Heard

South Vietnamese
Meet Resistance
From Guerrillas
and the guerrillas vanished into
By ARTHUR HIGBEE
the jungle. There was no report
Guerrillas
—
(UPI)
SAIGON
guerrillas were
who have been melting away on whether any
before the new allied drive into killed or injured.
The U.S. command has
Cambodia began putting up
everything but advisers
thrown
by
today
resistance
stiff
are
shelling a South Vietnamese and ground troops—which
Congress-outpost and hitting two U.S. prohibited by Act of
into supporting the six-day-old
aircraft with ground fire.
offensive. It
Both aircraft, an AH1 Cobra South Vietnamese
guerrilla
helicopter gunship hit 20 miles is aimed at destroying
which
Cambodia
in
sanctuaries
01
an
and
inside Cambodia
since
Bird Dog fixed-wing observe- have been reestablished
months
don plane just inside Vietnam, the allied offensive 18
made it safely back to their ago.
In the 24 hoirrs ending at 7
base at Tay Ninh 30 miles south
170
of the border with no casual- st.m. today no 'fewer than
them
of
most
sorties,
helicopter
Stewart
correspondent
ties, UPI
by gunships, were flown in
Kellerman reported.
VietnaThe South Vietnamese were support of the South
of the
sides
both
on
mese
guerrillas
The
fortunate.
less
frontier.
Cambodian
lobbed 18 rounds of 60mm
The choppers have been
mortar fire into one of their
paratroop positions just north averaging 160 sorties a day for
of Chrum, Which is 15 miles the past three days. In addition,
inside Cambodia, wounding two Thailand-based B52's bombed
suspected guerrilla positions
paratraopz:s. inside Cambodia. Americn jet
Kenneth
UPI Correspondent
sorJ. Braddick reported that when fighter-bombers flew four
the paratroops sent patrols out ties on the same mission.
withdrawn
artillery,
U.S.
to reconnoiter, they encountered a guerrilla force of Nov. 5 from the Cambodian
undetermined size. Two more border as part of President
Nixon's troop withdrawal proparatroopers were wounded.
The paratroops called in gram. also is back on the
American helicopter gunships frontier and in constant action.

Kentucky Happy Hunting
Ground, the publication of the
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources had a nice tribute to
Arnold Mitchell, Commission of,
the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources. The article
points out that Mitchell believes
his first duty as Commissioner is
to the sportsrnen of Kentucky.
A part of the article is as
follows which points out that
Mitchell does not just believe in
furnishing sportsmen with game
and fish and those who know him
know that this light approach is
not applicable to him
'They know, as does Mitchell,
that fish and game cannot endure
unless clean water is available.
And so it will be the duty of
Mitchell to the sportsmen to do
all within his power to see that
there is clear and pure water
running in the streams and impounded in the lakes
"They know that neither game
nor fish can live and prosper in an
atmosphere where pesticides and
insecticides are contaminating
the very blades of grass in the
And they know that
fields.
Mitchell must do all within his
power to eliminate these
menaces wherever pos.sible
They will know that barren,
rutted hillsides and dried up
A COMMON SIGHT—This Is a common sight in and around Murray during the
streams will shelter no game, no
raking and burning lea%es rhis unidentified
And they are sure that fall as many residents are buss
fish
water
and
soil
a
be
will
Mitchell
conservationist, too.

woman appears to be taking a rest by leaning against a tree while watching the
Photo By Wilson Woolley
be sure it does not get out of rontrol

fire to

Students Blast Overbey

_— --

Both the Murray • State to imprison any of the student "it
University administration and would have precipitated a riot
students are put out with City right in the police station."
"They'll know that clean
The students meanwhile claim
Judge Don Overbey, according to
farmingto vgrit.illme
Overby told them he would issue
the Associated Press.
hinta tha
and fishbeand
surely
The feelings stem from an warrants against the officers for
Houston but only
ene°u"
"
eariner* I HOUSTON
(UPI)—Sherlffs, 60 miles from
f
during Murray State's assault if the students would go
incident
to leave a plot for wildlife
deputies found
badly 15 miles from the highway
the
Homecoming celebration the home that day and come back the
KAYLOR
ROBERT
By
The
New
Indian
drive
was
said 80 Pakistani troops were
decomposed body of Gloria intersection where Colette Wilnext week.
of Nov. 6.
They'll know that when
NEW DELHI (UPI) —Indian announced by an Indian De- killed in the incident and one weekend
Gonzalez, 19, in high grass near son disappeared while waiting
news
"We went to see Overby but he
AP
the
from
Excerpts
forests are ravaged, squirrels an
troops launched a new drive fense Ministry spokesman late tank was knocked out of action.
almost-dry reservoir Tues- for her mother.
said he wouldn't issue any
article are as follows:
border
and birds must suffer and they day. She had been missing
the
across
apparently
Friday
night
it
He
said
was
The United News of India, a
Debbie Ackerman and Marie
Judge Overby dismissed warrant against any policeman,"
know he'll encourage modern
Pakistan Friday for along
the
East
Pakistani news agency, reported an
since Oct. 28.
Johnson were nude from the into East
against four students Michael Lowery, Black Students
charges
comforestry management
While doing tests on the girl's waist down, their hands and the second time in six days. frontier in the Dinajpur sector unknown number of Indian accused of disrupting an alumn Union president said. The BSU
patible with wildlife wherever he teeth, found scattered in the
80
today
said
sources
Official
about
190
miles
north
of
casualties in the action.
handbills
feet tied. Both had been shot in
has
circulated
banquet on campus Nov. 6.
can.
Pakistani troops were killed Calcutta. He said Pakistani Radio Pakistan, in a news
area, authorities discovered one the head with a pistol.
police
campus
Harry criticizing
President
MSU
Now
de- forces had crossed the border broadcast Friday night, also
of the teeth did not fit Miss A man searching for buried and one Pakistani tank
for
Overby
and
campus
"brutality"
directed
has
Sparks
"They'll know that to per- Gonzalez jaw.
and opened fire with automatic reported an action along the
treasure with a metal detector stroyed.
policemen to avoid Overby's "going back on his word."
that
petuate the game and fish crops
reported
Radio
India
All
weapons on Indian positions.
Dinajpur border in which it
They went back to the area Tuesday had stumbled over
Judge Overby says he told the
of today this wildlife must be
Freedom The spokesman declined to said Pakistani troops repulsed court.
Friday. Less than 200 feet from Miss Gonzalez' body. A two-foot Mukti Bahini ( Bengali
police
he would consider
campus
students
our
of
"Some
protected from wanton waste by
where she had been found, length of cord attached to a Fighters) had killed a total of say specifically that Indian an Indian attack in the Hilli officers believe Judge Overby issuing a warrent, and adds "I
law violators and they'll realize
two
in
soldiers
87
Pakistani
forces had crossed the border area. It reported 100 Indian
deputies discovered a decapitat- four-inch long piece of wood
wasn't fair in dealing with them, just don't think any good would
that Mitchell must see that laws
ed 13-year-old girl missing since was around the woman's neck. incidents inside East Pakistan but the location given for the soldiers killed.
I have directed the security come from prosecuting the ofso
designed for the protection of June
17. Colette Anise Wilson Miss Gonzalez' skull was found and in a third encounter forced action was East Pakistani
The Friday action would rank people to take future case of his ficers or the students."
wildlife and fish and the very was identified by her dentistfederal troops to territory.
Pakistani
as the second cross-border nature before th county judge,"
70 feet away.
Sparks'
As for President
hunters and sportsmen them- father Thomas 0. Wilson. from
train and a large
80 Pakistans Killed
foray announced by Indian Sparks said.
Miss Wilson's lower jaw was abandon a
Overby's
avoid
to
Judge
decision
selves must be enforced.
The official All India Radic uthorities within six days
the peace ring she wore and found, but not her skull. Kern supply of arms
The security °filmes involved court, the voluntary attorney for
under a policy allowing Indian in the incident claim Overby did the American Civil Liberties
from the dental work he had said he thought animals had
that sound
"They'll know
hoops to cross the East not ask for their side of the case. Union says he is "delighted"
recently done himself.
carried the skull away, but
scientific programs must be
Pakistan border in self-defense. Overby says he dismissed the officials say they won't bring
"There's no doubt that it's investigators could not be sure.
initiated and kept moving to keep
her," Wilson said. "She was The search for her skull
Reports from sources within charge to prevent a riot, and says such "hot" cases before hint
ahead of the great pressure on very
happy, and, God, was she continued today.
the government and witness he feels that if he had attempted again.
keep
he'll
know
they
and
wildlife,
accounts from points along the
beautiful. I guess we knew that it "We were prompted to search
a firm hand on this phase of
border indicate there have been
would probably end this way." this area again when we
management."
LEXINGTON, Ky.—East met tight game in the second half for more border crossings.
Harris County Sheriff C. V. discovered that one of the teeth
said "we're dealing with a found scattered in the area did west Friday night in Kentucky a 30-23 decision over Lynch.
The Indian Defense Ministry
As }lope Carleton says in the Kern
maniac who may or not belong to the other girl high school football Class A and Lynch had been ranked No. 2 spokesman said Friday's action
homicidal
same issue, a sound program
AA games, and the result v. as a
may not be the same person or (Gonzalez)," Kern said.
into the Class A opener, also followed two days of
with good regulations well enas to split decision.
clues
have
any
don't
"We
that
persons
killed
the
two
while Trigg County, rated No. 5, Pakistani shelling into the
sportforced, is a must for the
foresee, regional influenza outBryan
By CHARLES S. TAYLOR
who did this, but he'll be
No. 2-ranked Lexington
won its first title. Lynch was a border area, including barrages
About the only time Galveston girls."
sman.
off an early four-time champion going into against the Indian border town ATLANTA (UPI) — The Na- breaks appear more likely than
shrugged
"We've
been
he
Station
said.
found,"
Kern's
was
two
reference
to
Conservation Officers are cussed
tional Center For Disease Con- nationwide involvement."
15-year-old girls whose bodies looking for Colette since she deficit in the nightcap to down the game.
is when they are dealing with
(Continued on Page Eight)
Madisonville, 14-3, In the AA nightcap, quartrol (NCDC) said Friday it had
4th-ranked
and
we
June
in
Generally, outbreaks of the
disappeared
were
found
last
week
floating
in
someone who has no regard for
taken its first influenza survey Hong Kong flu are more prone
Trigg County tore open a terback Robert Brown hit Tom
and
won't
stop
a
now."
bayou
near
Texas
City,
about
game laws and cares little for
of all state health departments to strike in communities and reKerns on a eight-yard scoring
hunting for future generations.
and found no evidence of signif- gions which recorded few, if
pass early in the fourth quarter
flu activity.
ican
any, cases last winter.
for the go-ahead touchdown. The
We do not hunt ourselves but
Maroons had held a precarious 3find no fault with anyone who
The NCDC said, however, a
The NCDC said the World
0 lead on Brad Fable's first
few states reported slight in- Health Organization (WHO) has
does and follows the game and
quarter 25-yard field goal.
creases in influenza-liked illness been notified of widespread infish regulations to the letter.
Marcus Hardy knifed in from
and laboratory evidence of in- fluenza activity in Eastern Etithe one-yard line to close out
fluenza activity in sporadic rope. Romania reported influenscoring in the game,and give the
cases.
za-like illness in mid-September
defenders a 12,2 won-lost record. Two cars and a garage were
Presidential Visits
By United Press International
settlement of their strike.
with a marked increase noted
isoone
reported
Connecticut
Britain and Rhodesia reached Earlier in the week, Secreta- The loss also gave the Maroons a destroyed in a fire at the home of
Indian troops crossed the
there since mid-October. Some
virus
flu
Asian
the
of
Decreasing border into East Pakistan this an agreement on a new ry of the Treasury John B. 12-2 log.
Kentucky:
Mr. and Mrs. Dee Lamb, 213 lation
of A-2 virus similar
District of Columbia re- 24 strains
Trigg County stormed back Irvan Street, on Friday at 11 35 and the
cloudiness west today, mostly week. Pakistan said India had constitution for the African Connally said AFL-CIO PresHong Kong-68 were
A-2
the
to
corded laboratory evidence of
was from an 11-point halftime deficit, a.m.
cloudy middle and east with made an all-out attack without nation that declared indepen- ident George
Meany
isolated.
one
in
influenza-B
with
infection
occasional light rain ending declaring war. India termed the dence in 1965. Blacks are to get arrogant in his treatment of 23-12, with quarterback Bruce Destroyed in the blaze were a
Epidemic influenza in Bulgarmore seats in parliament, with Nixon in an address before the Higbee hitting end Keith Larkins 1971 Pontiac and a 1967 patient
during morning and east during action self-defense.
ia was noted in early October
afternoon. Partly cloudy over
West Pakistani troops are the possibility of majority rule labor federation's convention. with a 58-yard rainmaker with Chevrolet, according to the
The NCI)' said Georgia, Kenin Sofia and 55 strains of Hong
state tonight, becoming cloudy stationed in East Pakistan in by the blacks in the future.
Meany in turn accused Nixon of only 24 seconds left, and a 13-yard members of the Murray Fire tucky, Hawaii, Kansas, MonKing flu were identified. Widethe
answered
of
noted
chance
west Sunday with a
tana, and South Carolina
an effort to crush an indepen- President Nixon will meet managing the appearance so he last-ditch scamper by Selby Department who
spread illness also was reported
A little warmer today, dence rebellion by Bengalis. French President Georges could accuse labor of mistreat- Grubbs.
rain
some increase in influenza-like
call.
in Hungary
otherwise no major temperature Millions of refugees are In Pompidou in the Azores next ing him and gain political
Trigg County finished its Firemen said Lamb was doing illness. But it said there has in early November
strain
Kong
Hong
the
where
the
in
welding
conlaboratory
and
electric
13-1
season
with a best ever
change. Highs today
been no specific
some
India which claims they are a month, the White House an- advantage.
was isolated, the NCDC said,
record, while Lynch ended the garage at his home when sparks firmation in these states.
Sunday upper 40s and lower 50s. threat to economic stability.
nounced. They will discuss
quoting from the WHO report.
Car P.alse Approved
lows tonight mostly over 30s.
scholastic grid season with a 10- ignited some paint thinner in a
In the mideast this week, Nixon's forthcoming trips to
warned that since Influenza activity has been
NCDC
The
to
vain
in
tried
!Ands
2-1
nearby.
and
China. Nixon will Toward the end of the week,
can
mark.
Egypt imposed a blackout and Russia
(Asian or recognized in Western Europe
E4ENDED OUTLOOK
The Bryan Station victory, extinguish the flames, but it very little influenza-A
put its troops on alert following also meet with British Prime Meany was hospitalized in
and the Hong Kong ) was recognized on in The Netherlands and Spain
nearby
wall
first
a
to
head
Clerk's
spread
coach
Terry
observation
The extended weather outlook a statement by President Minister Edward Heath in Washington
for
to bring a nationwide basis in the winter where sporadic cases of Hong
for Kentucky Monday through Anwar Sadat that there is no December.
after complaining of chest title in his first year, led to a wild flames were too intense
said. of 1970-71 "it appears probable Kong flu were identified.
firemen
the
Nixon invoked his powers pains. The 77-year-old labor celebration at Stoll Field on under control,
Wednesday .
hope for peace with Israel and
influenza-A will occur in
Chance of rain late Sunday that the time for battle had under the Taft-Hartley act to leader's condition was reported behalf of the homestanding Boosters on the fire trucks that
Hong Kong influenza was docthe United States this fall and
flames
the
keep
to
again
used
and
were
the
on
east
send
longshoremen
Monday
defenders.
night and
come
in Trinidad and Tobaumented
to be good.
Clark clambered to the top of from spreading to the house and winter.
Commission
Tuesday night and Wednesday
A South Vietnamese force and Gulf coasts back to work
go but this epidemic was reThe
Price
acarea,
the
Little change in temperatures. entered Cambodia with Com- for an 80-day-cooling-off period. okayed a 4.5 per cent increase the goal post and hung a Bryan other buildings in
"Although the location and ex- ported on the decline in late OcLows in the 30s and highs in the munist bases around Kampong A board of inquiry had reported on 1972 Chrysler Corp automo- Station helmet atop one of the cording to fire department tent of outbreaks are difficult to tober.
records.
standards.
there was little chance of biles.
4(ki and low 50s
Cham as their target.

Police Find Skeleton Of,
Second Missing Teenager

Indian Troops Launch New Drive
into East Pakistan Say Reports

going

Two Cars Are

Attacks And Alerts Occur In
Hotspots Of World This

Destroyed In
Garage Fire
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State Funds Help Preserve Shaker Colony

pm‘ol t

By Jim Warren
Ky--Guy
FRANKFORT,
Louie B. Nunn announced the
state will pay half the cost of
acquiring the core of old South
Union Shaker Colony near
Auburn, assuring preservation of
the historic property.
Governor Nunn said Kentucky's 837,500 share of the cost
will be matched locally by
Shakertown Revisited, Inc., a
non-profit organization dedicated
to preserving the colony.
"It is with genuine pleasure
that I am able to announce we
have found the funds to help
acquire this historic property in
which the people of South Central
Kentucky have expressed such a
keen interest", Governor Nunn
said.
"With Shakertown
Revisited, Inc., providing half the
purchase price, it seemed to me a
purchase which the state couldn't
very well refuse."

' ist

W, P. Williams, President (1941-1963/
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in
terest of Our readers.
National Representatives: Wallace Witmer'Co., 1509 Madison Ave
Memphis, Tn.. Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg
Detroit, Mich.
Subscription Rates. By carrier in Murray: 5.35 per week, 51.52 per
month, $18.10 per year By mail in Calloway and adiOining counties
$750 per year, other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, 515.0C
per year; more than 150 miles from Murray, $18.00 per year. All ma,
subscriptions plus 5 percent state tax.
Entered daily at the Post Offtte, Murray, Kentucky, for transmissi&
as Second Class Matter.
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE

A sixteen months old baby girl, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Brooks Jones, North 4th Street, died in flames yesterday
when the home was gutted by a furious blaze.
Other deaths reported are Mrs. Matte Alexander, age 65,
Prank Stagner, age 80, and Henry Hooper, age 85, all on
November 25; James Dowdy, age 52, on November 24, from injuries in a car accident; and Albert Hurt, age 78, on November 26.
Don Curd, star of Calloway County High School basketball
squad, has been picked as the top basketball player in the 4th
district and ranked sixth in the entire first cegion.
Army National Guard 1st U. Earl W Roach is a member of the
123rd armor's medicine tank battalion at Fort Stewart, Ga.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Futrell announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of thetr daughter, Edna Ruth, to Jerry Don
Butler. son of Mr. and Mrs. Carnion Butler.

Ole Ky. Smoke House

"Mommy can't tell whether its
the ghost of Thanksgiving Past,
or of Christmas-Yet-to-Come ..."

708 Main Street

"BLUE WATER,

WE CUSTOM KILL AND SCALD HOGS
We're the only ones in this area
equipped to kill, process and country
cure pork.
We Can Smoke Your Country Hams,
Bacon and Jowl
We Also Kill and Process BEEF

LZDGE11, ii TIMES FILE

Otis H. Collier of Murray and B. H. Hill of Saltillo, Miss., were
killed last night when their car crashed into the rear of a parked
truck about five miles south of Benton. Four other persons were
isijured
Jimmy Boone, son of Mr. and Mrs.0. B. Boone, football center
a( the Murray High football squad, has won a first place position
on the AP All State High School Football Eleven.
Mrs. Robert Hays has been named as Girl Scout Commissioner
of the Murray Association.
A double wedding took place on November 19 at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. A.M. Finley when Miss Marie Hooks was married to
Russell Outland and Miss Betty Underwood to Sonny Lackhart,

LEDGER a TIMES TILE

Benton, Ky.

Ends Tonite
WHITE DEATH" G

20 Years Ago Today

30YearsAgoThisWeek

drama
a
regional
Shakers center house, and
guest house and cellar and three "Shakertown Revisited."
acres of colony land are being Governor Nunn's decision to
purchased from the Catholic help purchase the property
Order of St. Benedict, the current climaxes a decade of effort by
Auburn citizens to preserve the
owner.
The state then will lease the buildings as a historic shrine.
property
to
Shakertown Mrs. Curry noted several other
Revisited, Inc., which will Shaker buildings still are in
operate and maintain it locally. private hands and may be purMrs. Curry Hall, curator of the chased in the future if funds
Shaker Museum at Auburn, said become available.
local matching funds already The deed to the property will be
have been raised but soliciting turned over to the state in a
still is under way for restoration. dedicating ceremony at the
The colony, which at one time colony site at 2 p.m. Sunday, Nov.
had nearly 350 members, was ze.
closed in 1922 and the property Governor Nunn said he will be
later
purchased
by
the on hand for the presentation if his
schedule and weather permit.
Benedictione Order.
The
order
operated
a
Early Christmas shoppers
monastery there during the 1950's
and 60's before moving to In- find shelves full, crowds thin
arid clerks still in a good hudiur
dianapolis.
Auburn citizens have held an
annual Shaker Festival since 1962

Late Show Tonite'
11:30•Adm. 51.00,1
SENSUALLY
ILLUSTRATED AFTER
2000 YEARS
TlIE
—COVE SECSE1S

We Carry a Full Line of
FRESH BEEF AND PORK
• COUNTRY HAMS 11.00 lb.
• WHOLE SIDES OF BACON 45' b
•SLICED BACON
Derined
60' lb.
50'
Rind On

Crowd To Present Big Problem
For Police At '71 Inauguration

Deaths reported are Dr. William Herbert Mason, age 66, who
bad been an outstanding surgeon here for 42 years, Charlie
Samuel Wynn,age 52, James F. I Jim) Morris, age 74, George A.
FIN Leonard Kimball
Hendricks,age 51, and Mrs. Sitha.Bourland, age 76.
FRANKFORT, Ky Its almost
Calloway County men inducted in the Aimed services on
time
November 16 were James Edwin Cain, Dalton D. Parker, Thomas
The reviewing stand is up, the
Fenton Carraway, Flavil Watson Glass, Virgil C,armon Lockhart, invitations
are out, bands from
Edward Blaine McNabb, James Elvin Garland, Conrad Woodrow
dozens of schools are tuning their
Bucy, Knight Rhodes, and Halford-13. Rhodes.
instruments and a light, festive
Named to Who's Who In American Colleges and Universities at air has begun to creep into the
Hays,
Ruth
Nall,
Juanita
Murray State College were Martha Lou
thoughts and chatter of almost
Gentry, Anne Richmond, Helen Hire, Ladle Venable, Nancy everyone.
Norris, Roger Fuller, James Rickman, Leah Williamson, J. P.
For one hectic day, Frankfort
Tucker, Bob Covington, and Bob Salmons.
will swell its seams with the
Marriages reported this week included Miss Dulcie Mae Swann I sights and sounds of parading
to Earl Douglass on November 20, and Miss Margaret McElrath bands, prancing horses and highto 011ie Hall on November 22.
stepping majorettes in spangled
tights. The laughter of many
happy couples swirling across
packed dance floors will ring far
by Carl Riblet Jr.
into the night.
We are living in the Age of Doubt, when nobody
Not to mention record crowds
of just plain folks who will gather
appears to believe anybody. Even our
congressmen, those members of the species around the Capitol steps,
straining to catch an unobPotomacus Exoticus,' those optimists of long
structed glimpse ofthe governoris
themselves.
It
believe
in
longer
standing, no
elect as he stands to take his oath
reported that they have agreed in secret to be of office.
If there is a somber side at afl
satisfied with enough and not to legislate another

to plans no' being finalized for there is the
matter of insurance
Inaugural Day 1971, it could only coverage for 50 vehicles
which,
be found among a small corps of driven by
troopers, will be used to
professional people watchers who transport the governors, their
say they won't have anything to families and invited guests.
mat. whout unicti it's over.
State police may even have to
"And we probably won't smile locate a cherry picker if their • NECK BONES
10c1b
much even then," says Kentucky photographer is asked, as in
State Police Maj. Oakley B. years past, to shoot overhead
Watkins. "A sigh of relief might pictures of the
swearing-in
be more like it."
ceremony, he said.
Watkins is one of several police "Or a trooper with a talent for
officers
and
emergency handling a lariat,- noted Britton,
assistance experts who, weeks who was reminded "of the time
ago, began laying plans for during 'Happy' (former Gov. A.
Cut & Wrapped
inaugural security details which B.) Chandler's inauguration
involve a variety of both state some fellow rode a horse up the
and local agencies.
Capitol steps and through the
Other planners include Public rotunda."
Safety Commissioner William 0. Cars, not horses however, are
Cut & Wrapped
Newman, State Police Director expected to create the biggest
Larry G. Boucher, Frankfort problem, but state and local
Police Chief Doug True, Frank- police have drawn up a plan
fort Fire Chief Charles Duvall which they hope will cut
and retired State Police Capt. congested traffic conditions to a
Nat Britton.
minimum, Watkins said.
Britton will be no stranger to
Beginning at 9 a.m. on
Inaugural
day
hell
oldtimers.
First
as
or
pay raise for themselves until inflation ends
Inauguration day, an hour before
a highway patrolman, and later the parade is scheduled to start,
freezes over—whichever is first.
as a state police officer, he has state police at roadblocks on all
"Sitting in Congress is the privilege
attended every inauguration access roads to the city will reof few; sitting on Congress is the
since Gov. Simeon Willis took route motorists not bound for
duty of all."
Ky.—Gov. office in 1943.
FRANKFORT,
Frankfort around the city.
—Dictionary of Opinions
Louie B. Nunn has proclaimed But, this will be his first ap- In addition, to ease traffic
pearance
as
head
of
the
recently conditions within Frankfort, preNO Color Added
the week of Nov. 28-Dec. 4 as Key
**************fi
reorganized Capitol Security arranged pick-up points have
Th e Almanac
Club Week in Kentucky.
Key Club International, a high Police, an enforcement arm of been designated at which
THE ABOVE PRICES ARE OUR REGULAR PRICES
By United Press International
CENTRAL 111140,14100 CENTER
school service organization the State Finance Department motorists can park their cars and
a& on worn
Today is Saturday, Nov. 27, sponsored by Kiwanis In- Which is charged with year-round
—WE PUT ON NO SPECIALS!
WE USE NO
board shuttle buses to Capitol.
the 331st day of 1971.
Matinee 200 till 5:30Eveternational, is comprised of over security of all state buildings and Watkins said Frankfort police
The moon is b,tween its first
TENDER IZING AGENTS—WE GET TENDERNESS BY
t Giants 730 Shoo 9.15
2000 high school men in 90 s-tiools property at Frankfort. His 44- have a complete list of all pick-up
* quarter and full
phase.
man force will supplement state points.
across the commonwealth.
SLAUGHTERING
YOUNG, FAT ANIMALS!
There is no morning star.
Club members promote the police security details.
GeOrge(-1- WOOdWayd
The evening stars are Met-adoption of higher standards in Local police operations are
SCOn
cury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and
scholastics, sportsmanship and being directed by True who said
* Saturn.
* "TheyMIght
a mor that his entire force of 35 regular
* Those born on this day are social contacts and
serviceable and concerned officers and 10 auxiliary
Be Gums- * under the sign of Sagittarius.
patrolmen will be on duty.
citizenship.
American historian Charles
They are dedicated to serve True has also requested
Beard was born Nov. 26, 1874.
with purpose their God, their assistance from about 24 other
On this day in history
Family Double Feature
country, their state and their police departments and said that
In 1901 the War Department
fellow man, Governor Nunn said, some 100 officers are expected to
GEORGE C. SCOTT
authorized creation of the Army
seeking to give primacy to the respond. Among them will be a
ACADMEY AWARD
War College to instruct comhuman and spiritual rather than 25-min contingent from Gov,missioned officers.
WINNER
elect Wendell H. Ford's
to the material values of life.
In 1945 President Harry S
*
BEST ACTOR IN
1925,
the hometown of Owensboro.
Founded
in
Truman named Gen. George
organization does service work Arrangements for emergency
'PAITON'
Marshall special representative for
high schools and com- ambulance support are being
to China.
munities, undertaking such handled by Duvall.
Plus 2nd Bi Hit
In 1956 President Dwight D
activities as aid to disadvantaged Says Watkins, "Close security
Eisenhower issued a statement youngsters, drug education, for the incoming and outgoing
denying differences over the tutoring programs, safety drives governorS as well as their perA MAMMAL POCTIJOK TICHNOCOLORA
Suez Canal had weakened the and
sonal parties, coverage of the two
campus beautification.
4129)
American-British-French ac- The roster of clubs numbers governors' mansions and traffic
cord over NATO.
3600 with more than 85,000 control get top priority, but there
In 1962 all 97 persons aboard
members in high schools in the are a good many other questions
a U.S. bound jet were killed
which must be worked out as
United States and Canada.
when it crashed in Peru.
well."
Cover radiators located beFor example, meals and
2:15 7:45 9:45
A thought for today: British low curtains and drapes to lodgings for more than 70
author Rudyard Kipling said, protect materials ftom heat troopers and detectives who will
"The
silliest
woman
can and dirt.
be detailed at Frankfort Then,
manage a clever man; but it
needs a very clever woman to
"The GO & Garden Spot
manage a fool."
Of The Lakeland"
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R. L. Cooper Presented With Honorary
Membership At FHA Daddy-Date Night

ft=te

the week of prayer program for
Sunday, November 28
Music" and was accompanied by
foreign missions at the First
Mrs. Bobbie Garrison on the
Mr. and Mrs. Euphrey Cohoon
Baptist Church at 7:30 p.m.
organ.
will be honored on their 50th
The welcome was given by
wedding anniversary with an
Miss Karen Alexander, first vice- open house at the home of treir The Baptist Women and Youth
president, and the response was daughter, Mrs. WW Ed Stokes, Organizations of the Sinking
by R. L. Cooper. Miss Paula 1612 Keeneland Drive, Murray, Spring Baptist Church will meet
at the church at seven p.m.
Lyons, treasurer, presented from two to five p.m. All frie
prizes to the top salesmen in the and relatives are invited.
The Cherry Corner Baptist
cookbook drive who were Misses
Church
Baptist Women
Mary Devine, Kathy Halford, and
Mr. and Mrs. Hertle I. Craig of and the Baptist Young Women
Beverly Parker.
honored will have their meetings at the
Bethel Richardson gave the Hazel Route Two will be
of the church at seven p.m.
hall
social
the
tea
in
at
a
invocation. Special guests were
Methodist
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Alexander, Mr. Mason's Chapel United
to four p.m. in
The Faxon Mothers Club will
and
Mrs. Fred Schultz, Mr. Church from two
50th wedding meet at the school at 1:45 p.m.
their
of
celebration
and Mrs. G. T. Lilly, Mrs. Susan
and
Nesbitt, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. anniversary. All friends
attend. The Baptist Women of Flint
Crass, and the fathers of the relatives are invited to
Baptist Church will meet at the
members.
Monday, November 29
church at one p.m.
Miss Russell, president,
recognized the officers of the club
The Baptist Women of the Elm
Murray Open Duplicate Bridge
and gave a special thanks to the
Grove Baptist Church will meet Club will meet at Gleason Hall,
committee in charge of
at the church at 1:30 p.m. with St. Leo's Catholic Church at
arrangements for the evening:
Mary Devine, Krista Kennedy, Mrs Hilda Maupin as the leader. seven p.m. For information call
Wally Swan, phone 753-8838.
Kathy Halford, Vickie Roberts,
The Baptist Women of the
Kary Garrison, Susan Adams,
Welcome
Wagon
Sarah Cooper, Wanda Rolfe, and Sinking Spring Baptist Church The
will meet at the church at seven Newcomers Cub will have its
Michelle Richardson.
The fall motif was used in the p.m. for the week of p:ayer coffee for members or persons
who have attended one meeting
decorations for the table. The‘ program.
at the community room of the
included cattails, yellow and
The First Baptist Church Murray Federal Savings and
orange candles,,, leaves,
scarecrows covered with burlap, Baptist Women will begin ob- Loan Company, 7th and Main
servance of the week of prayer Streets, at ten a.m.
pumpkins and gourds.
The
for foreign missions at the church
centerpiece was a beautiful dried
The Baptist Women of the First arrangement, given to the FHA at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs. Karl
Baptist Church held its regular chapter by Mrs. Charlie Stub- Hussung as the leader.
Friday, December 3
The MSU Women's Society will
general program meeting at the blefield, grandmother of Miss
Special preview of teen have its Christmas dinner at the
church on Tuesday, November Susan Adams, FHA member.
16, at nine o'clock in the morning. Red ceramic apples also used in fashions from Simplicity Pattern Student Union Building at 6:30
Mrs. Calvin Morris of Group 1 the decorations were by Mrs. Company will be held by the p.m. Reservations should be
Calloway 4-H Teen Club at the made with Dr. Doris Mouser by
of the Baptist Women presented Fred Schultz and
Mrs. W. P.
University School Auditorium, noon on Monday, November 29.
the special program from the Russell.
North 16th Street, at seven p.m.
Royal Service magazine.
Approximately one hundred
The BW president, Mrs. Edgar and
twenty persons were
Shirley presided at the meeting present.
Tuesday, November 30
and the secretary, Mrs. R.A.
Slinker, read the minutes.
Benton Williams, Consultant
Mrs. Eugene Tarry, WMU
with the National Student
director of the church, announced
Ministries Department of the
that the week of prayer for
Baptist Sunday School Board will Mr. and Mrs. Sims Garner of
foreign missions will be observed
speak at the
Memorial Baptist Route One, Buchanan, Tenn.,
at the church from Monday,
Church at ten a.m. A sack lunch announce the approaching
November 72, through Friday,
Cadette Girl Scout Troop 69, will be served at noon with all marriage of their daughter,
December 3. Meetings will be
da, to David Coker, son of
the only Cadette troop in Murray, churches invited. He will also
held each day at 9:30 a.m. except
is
participating
in
a speak at seven p.m. at Zion's Bill Coker of Murray
an Wednesday at the regular 7:30
The bride-elect is a graduate of
beautification campaign to Cause Baptist Church.
p.m. prayer service.
Buchanan High School and is now
enhance their lawn at the Girl
Announcement was made of
Mrs.' 0. C. Wells will be employed as a nurse's aide in the
Scout cabin in the Murray City
the dinner for International
program leader at the Baptist Cardiac Unit of the MurrayPark.
Students on Friday, November
Women's meeting at the First Calloway County Hospital.
26, at the Baptist Student Center, During the last few weeks the
Mr. Coker is completing his
girls with the help of their Baptist Church at 9:30 a.m.
and of the visit of Benton
studies at Murray High School
mothers
planted
bulbs
along
have
Williams, consultant with the
Voice SOMillar of Milan and la employed by the Murray P
motional student siStiiStrtesi ts losilry.siyo arid cleared out Petrovie
siddrbe Mid it the
lice Department.
overgrown shrubs and weeds
Department of 4h4r
— Baptist:
around the Scout cabin. Their Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts The wedding will be solemnized
Sunday School Board on
Murray State on Friday, December 3, at seven
plans include a Thanksgiving Building,
Tuesday, November 30, at the
party for children enrolled in the University,from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. o'clock in the evening at the
Memorial Baptist Church at ten
Memorial Baptist Church. All
a.m. and Zion's Cause Church at Headstart program.
Faculty recital of -Miss friends and relatives are invited
Members of the Troop are
Seven p.m.
Emily Byrn, Francie Elkins, Elizabeth Newnam, mezzo to attend.
Georgie Elkins, Jackie Galloway, soprano, will be held at the
Leslie Homra, Mary Ann Kurz, Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Lagena James, Jan Outland, Building, MSU, at eight p.m.
Julie Outland, Emily Porter,
Sherri Requarth, Janice Rose, Orientation meeting for MSU
Mr. and Mrs. Alan D. Benedict
Shelia Walker, Joann Williams, seniors who plan to enroll in of Fulton Route Four are the
Kelly Williams, Cheryl Willis, student teaching for the spring parents of a baby girl, Kerry
Debbie. Wilson, and Allison semester will be held at four p.m. Lynne, weighing six pounds
The Calloway County High Weaver.
at the University School seven ounces, born on Sunday,
School Chapter of the Future
Auditorium.
November 21, at 4:15 a.m. at the
Committee mothers are Dot
Business Leaders of America
Obion County General Hospital.
held its monthly meeting at the Byrn, Jean Ann Outland,
Both parents are graduates of
Wednesday, December 1
Margaret
Porter,
Anna
school on November 71.
Murray State University. The
Exhibitions
or
paintings
and
The meeting began with the Requarth, and Sue Rose. Mrs.
drawings by Bob Thad, prints father is a teacher at the
officers saying their opening Barry Polston is troop leader.
University of Tennessee, Martin.
The
Murray
Girl
Scout and jewelry by Dortha Henrituals. Reports were given on
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
derson,
and
paintings
and
prints
candy sales, membership pins, Association is conducting its
C. E. Benedict of Fulton Route
by
Ben
Mahmoud
will
be
at
the
annual fund drive. Donations
and the annual convention.
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine Four and Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
A regional convention will be may be mailed to Murray NeighArts Building through December Smith of Sunset Drive, Murray.
iheld at Murray State University borhood Girl Scout Fund, Peoples
22.
for the first time this year. Later, Bank, 500 Main Street, Murray,
there will be a state convention in Ky. 42071.
Junior recital of Gary ArmVouisville for the winners of the
strong, trumpet, will be held at
tontests held at the regional
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
iconvention.
Building, MSU, at eight p.m.
Patricia Foy was in charge of
Re/Z4410(47.41.
\
The Women's Society of
the program for the meeting.
Mrs. Earl Lee and Mrs. Albert Christian Service of the Good
tarbara Beane read the
Crider will be leaders for the Sheperd United
Methodist
devotion. Thanksgiving poems
Michael Bucy of Murray has meeting of the Baptist Women of Church held its November
were read by Lisa Perrin, Merry been dismissed from the Henry the Elm Grove Baptist Church at
meeting at the church with Mrs.
Ann Evans, and Kathy Jackson. County General Hospital, Paris, seven p.m. at the church.
Maggie Woods presiding.
' All officers and seventy six Tenn.
—
"Give Of Your Best To the
members attended the meeting.
Rev. Paul Dailey will conduct Master" was the opening song
followed by prayer by Mrs. Lee
Lasssiter. Mrs. Emma Knight
called the roll and gave the
treasurer's report. The minutes
were read by Mrs. Alice Knight.
Plans were discussed for the
Christmas meeting to be held on
Tuesday, December 14, at two
p.m.
Mrs. Esther Sigmon gave a
very informative book study on
Africa. Mrs. Gladys Dunn was
the program leader for the
"A
special pledge service,
Celebration of Living and
Giving."
The scripture was read by Mrs.
Olia Lassiter and a discussion on
missionaries was given by Mrs.
Lee Lassiter. Pledge cards on
missions for the new year were
signed and given to the treasurer.
Members attending the Officers Training Day at Greenfield, Tenn., were Mrs. Maggie
Woods, Mrs. Esther Sigmon,
Mrs. Ernma Knight, and Mrs.
Alice Knight. The benediction
was given by Mrs. Ruth Wilson.
Refreshments of cookies and
grape juice were served by the
hostesses, Mrs. Lee I.assiter and
Mrs. Olia
Lassiter
R. L. Cooper was presented
with an honorary membership by
the Murray High School Chapter
of the Future Homemakers of
America at the annual Daddy.
De Night held by the chapter at
the Colonial House Smorgasbord
on Thursday, November 18, at
six o'clock in the evening.
This was Cooper's ninth consecutive Daddy-Date night when
he accompanied his daughter,
Sarah Cooper. His other two
daughters, Jan and Christi
Cooper, graduates of Murray
High, were members of the FHA
chapter. The presentation was
made by the toastmistress, Miss
Gail Russell.
The special guest speaker for
the evening was Mrs. Gilbert
Mathis who had as her theme for
her talk, "Stable Home, Stable
Life". Mrs. Mathis received her
degree in home economics at
Murray State and is now serving
as director of youth at the First
Baptist Church here.
Miss Becky Hogancamp sang
the theme song from "Sound of

Mrs. Calvin Morris
Presents Program
For Baptist Women
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Conformity Is Fashion Of World Today
Even With Different Modes Of The Era
ey GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) —Conformity is the fashion of the world
today, despite the modes that
come and go. Conformity will
ride out the mini, the hippie,
and
the
current
Chineseoriented fling fashion designers
are having.
The reasons for modern
dressing-alike in almost all
societies and around the globe
are many. And an eminent
anthropologist says that it is
perhaps "symptomatic of conformity on a deeper and more
meaningful level", a symbol of
man's role as a colorless bit in
a huge mass.
Dr. Walter A. Fairservis, Jr.,
anthropologist at the American
Museum of Natural History and
a costume historian, discussed
reasons for this conformity in
an interview and in an article
"Costumes of the East" in the
current "Natural History" magazine.
Both are in connection with
the 90-costume exhibit on view
for six maths at the museum.
Dr. Fairservis -and his staff
assembled the exhibit mostly
from
the
museum's
own
historic collection which is
consider • one of the most
comple
the world.
It inc u s costumes from
areas extending from the
Balkans to
Siberia, from
Vietnam to Lapland, costumes
both from regal wardrobes and
peasant dress.

Tell George the law's
not all on his side!
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: George and I have been married for 36
years. We have five children, all married and on their own
with nice families. George was never much of a father. All
the kids were scared to death of him. His idea of
"teaching" them something was to give them a good belt in
the chops. It's a miracle they turned out as good as they
did.
I've always covered up for George, but I've known all
along he ran around with other women. He's in his middle
fifties now and you'd think he'd slow up in that department,
but now he runs more—not less.
Last week he came home very late smelling like a
brewery, with lipstick all over his neck. I got mad and hit-)
him with the broom. He said: "If you don't like it, go live
with. one of Use kids' Everything in this house is MINE
because I paid for it."
Is that true? I never worked outside the home. Can he
CHARLOTTE
really kick me out? I don't know the law.
DEAR CHARLOTTE: Tell your husband that the law
has provisions for Lochinvars who get their second romantic wind in their mid-fifties, and if he doesn't behave himself. RE may have to go live with one of the kids. Even if
the wife did not contribute a dime to the house, she is partowner of everything in it. She contributed to the marriage
by caring for the home and rearing the children. See a
Lawyer and find out what your rights are. It will come in
handy, if George ever tries to bully you again.

Fairservis, also chairman of
the Department of Anthropology and Sociology at Vassar
College, says that conventions
of dress -have always been
rooted in the value system, the
technology and economics and
the communicative aspects of
one's culture.

DEAR ABBY: My husband was getting his hair cut the
day the Orioles tied up the World Series, and his hair hasn't
MARGIE IN PITTSBURGH
grown out yet.
DEAR MARGIE: He's lucky he wasn't getting a shave!
DEAR ABBY: We live beside my husband's parents,
whom I truly like. His mother has a hobby; his father
doesn't. My husband isn't home during the evenings, so his
father comes to see the children and me while his wife
works at her hobby.
It would be fine if he came once or twice a week, but
he comes over every single night and he stays four or five
hours! I would like to be alone occasionally in the evenings,
and this is beginning to bug me. There are lots of things I
could be doing besides entertaining him.
He reads your column faithfully, so maybe he'll see
himself .and cut. Akown on his visits. Thank you.
HOPEFUL IN OHIO

'Their female counterparts
present similar contrasts. Ironithe
cally, however, once
rebellious generation establishes its costume conventions,
it adheres to them as rigidly as
does the 'other' generation.
"Costume on either side of
the generation gap are now so
conventional that little of the
unexpected is found. Indeed,
Western man appears to have
decisively limited his costume
repertory to what is conformist,
generally drab and efficient."

DEAR HOPEFUL: And what if he doesn't see it?
You're a big girl now, so tell him in a nice way that you
have little chores to do and need a few evenings a week in
which to do them.

In part, he said, this is the
result of mass production of
inexpensive clothing but "more
important, Western man candidly admits he likes his
clothing that way."

DEAR ABBY: I am a senior citizen 1651 who is keeping
company with a gentleman who is 68. He is a widower, and
I am a widow. We enjoy each other tremendously as we
both like to bowl, golf, sail and play bridge. He takes me to
lovely places to dine and dance. Before he pops the question
[which I feel certain will be very soon l shall I tell him that
I wear a wig? I have five, all the same shade and styled
the same way My own hair has become so thin these past
few years that it cannot be styled, and when I wear a wig
it's so natural looking no one could ever tell it's not my own
hair. My gentleman friend has complimented me repeatedly
on my "lovely hair." Should I tell him now? Later? Or not
--UNDECIDED
at all?
DEAR UNDECIDED: Tell him now.

But Western man is not alone
in his sameness. The anthropologist says that "from Moscow
to San Francisco most men and

women wear the same kind of
clothes, varying only slightly
from the normal according to
occupation and wealth.
"The Japanese, Chinese, urbanized inhabitants of Southeast
Asia, India, western Asia and
Arica have also adopted this
type of clothing as have
Australians and most Latin
Americans.
Some other observationS
Fairservis makes on dress:
—"The recent vogue among
Western women for men's
clothing may be part of their
drive for parity with men."
—Items like the bikini, the
mini, the Chinese look "are
fads that the mass media
pushes ..."
—The current mode for
military surplus apparel like
Army battle jackets and shirts
came on because "it's well
made, tough, inexpensive and
has the element of protesti
against the Establishment."
—Man's colorful clothing is
now "admitted in the office,"
but watch, the white shirt will
come back.

Rev. A. M. Thomas
Speaker At Meet
Home Deortment
Rev, A.M. Thomas, retired
Methodist minister, was the
guest speaker at the meeting of
the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held on
Thursday, November 18, at two
o'clock in the afternoon at the
club house.
"Thanksgiving" was the theme
of the very enlightening talk
given by Rev. Thomas. He closed
by saying that "Thanksgiving is
two words, rent paid to God for
the blessings of life He gives us."
The speaker was introduced by
Mrs. Bryan Tolley, program
chairman for the month.
Mrs. A.C. LaFollette, department chairman, presided at the
business session during which the
department voted to make a gift
to the Jewel Manor Home for
Delinquent Girls.
Reports on the special clean tip
week sponsored by the Home
Department were given by
Mrs. H. T. Waldrop and Mrs.
LaFollette. Mrs. Albert Crider
discussed the posters made by
the children of the schools and
said many of them were on
display.
A financial project for the
department was discussed
Mrs. Ray Buckingham, finance
chairman.
The record, "In The Beginning
God", was played during the
social hour with refreshments
being served by Mrs. A.M.
Alexander, Mrs. F. B. Crouch,
Mrs. R. A. Slinker, Mrs. K. T.
Crawford, and Mrs. Quinton
Gibson.
4

SCOTT DRUG

1 205 Oiest-ut Street

What's your problem' You'll feel better if you get It off
your chest. Write to ABBY. 11,A 69700, Los Angeles, Cal,
WM. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

Hate to write letters? Send 11 to Abby. Rot 69700. Los
Angeles, Cal. 90069, for Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters be All Occasions."
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By Jerry Allen
Talk about big deer! You should have been with me last
Saturday at the check station in the Land Between the Lakes. The
deer started rolling in about 7:30 a.m., with Wayne Sego of Benton
bringing in the first kill of the day, an 8 point buck from area 23.
.ine aeer came in spurts and kept everyone busy weighing,
aging and collecting data. Dr. Ray Nail's Wildlife Management
Glass was jumping to work as the deer came rolling in.
I noted that Dr. Nall sometimes helped the hunters by anSwering questions pertaining to data we collected. One such
Question was: `How do you age deer?" Dr. Nall, being a patient
Man,would pry open the deer's mouth and commence to explain.
-Contrary to lots of beliefs,deer are not aged by antler size alone,
but by tooth wear. The older the deer the more evident the tooth
wear
First, he said, you look for the 17 month old deer to have three
cusps on Ow third pre-molar and the other two pre-molars are
worn considerably. If this tooth is shed, then you lookto see if the
other two premolars are gone. If these are replaced by permanent pre-molers, then the deer is likely an 18-19 month or older
He went on to say that a 2,2 year old deer would have a sharp
pointed first molar with very little dentine showing and the last
molar would show slight wear on the posterior cusp. If you see
that the last cusp of the third molar is flattened with a concave
top, the crest of the first molar is blunt and the dentine is wider
than the enamel,then you probably have a 31,1 year old deer.
"Whoa," the hunter said, "I'll never understand any more, just
let this soak in for a while and I'll ask you again later." Dr. Nall
agreed and the hunter went on his way.
We were beginning to take a break when Bob Colson of Hardin,
Mr came in smiling with the biggest White-tail buck of the day.
The deer had an enormous rack of 24 points and weighed 198
pounds field dressed. Bobby said he had taken the buck in Area 21
just behind the check station.. It just goes to show you that an old
trophy buck could be anywhere in the Land Between the Lakes.

TROPHY BUCK TAKEN—Bob Colson of Hardin, killed this 198 pound field dressed %meek in the
Land Between the Lakes, area 21, last Saturday. The huge buck had an enormous trophy rack of 24
points.

As the day wore on the deer rolled in. The hunters that were
unsuccessful were anxious to see what other hunters had taken so
for a while there was general chaos until everyone was satisfied
at seeing deer and then the area began to clear out.
Meanwhile, Greg Mills, MSU Wildlife Society vice-president,
and his two brothers had driven up to check station with a
yearling buck that Mike, Greg's brother, had taken with flintlock. After hearing Mike's story, and accepting a free lunch, we
aged his deer and checked him through the station. Since neither
Greg, nor his younger brother Joe, had gotten their deer, tney
headed back to their area to try their luck that afternoon.
The strange thing about a check station is that it is like running
a business, everything occurs in rushes and then slacks off for a
while. About 12:00 we had a slack time, then about 2:30 they
began to come-happy hunters with their deer.
Later in the afternoon, near dark, Greg came rolling in with a
spike buck he had gotten at 75 yards with a Kentucky flintlock.
He had a big grin as he told us how he had taken the buck.
As the sun sank in the trees behind the check station we could
hear the final shots of the day ring out through the area. It wasn't
lojag before everyone had checked out and we had checked all the
lucky men with their kill.
We looked over the daily records and found that we had 85 deer
checked through the South check station. A call on the two-way
radio revealed that 103 deer had been checked through the north
end.
A total of 188 deer including 11 fallow were taken in the first day
of the Land Between the Lakes deer season. It is expected that
hunters drawn for December 1st and 4th will have equally good
luck.

By JACK WOLISTON
NEW YORK (UPI) — From
the ditty bag:
— The first driver to file his
entry for the 1971 Outboaid
World Championship at Lake
Havasu City, Ariz., Nov. 27-28
is Joe Fielder of Austin, Tex..
who was the first man out of
the race last year. Fielder wa...
leading a field of 100 boats on
the first lap in the 1970 event
when his twin-engine Glastron/
Molinari porpoised at 95 miles
an hour, sank and disintegrated. He escaped injury from
the following boats but suffered a fractured vertebra in the
crash.
— Mike Mitchell, a 24-yearold sailor from Marina Del
Rey, Calif., recently completed
a 2,250-mile voyage from California to Honolulu in his aptly
named 14-foot sloop, Really
Did It. Mitchell, a college
student, gained 10 pounds on
the 37-day voyage on a diet of
mostly dehydrated foods.
Mitchell said he had ionly one
anxious moment — about halfway through the voyage when
a squall threatened to capsize
his boat. The Really Did It is
believed to be one of the
sfls4eet craft ever to make the
California-Hawaii crossing.
— The International Offshore Rule (10R) for rating
yachts of different size and
design is to be amended in
several areas where inequities
and inconsistencies have drawn
criticism from yachtsmen. The
amendments will be aimed at
more accurate evaluation of
light displacement, centerboards, very large fore triangles
and spinnaker poles, excessive
beam and pinched-hi ends. The
changes should make racing
under the IOR more feasible
for yachts built prior to establishment of the rule, by handicapping more stringently the
more advanced designs.
— A British-designed boardboat weighing under 100
pounds which can be sailed as a
sloop or cat-rigged will be
displayed publicly for the first
time in this country at the
National Boat Show in New
York City's Coliseum, Tan.
22-30.
Three Boat Ramps Closed
Boat

Wednesday, Nov.
Billy Joe Chadwick killed this six point buck that weighed in at 138 pounds
Chadwick, who lives on Route 5. killed the buck in the Blood River area.
•

Dangers Of Hunting Are Pointed Out

launching

ramps

at

Cravens Bay, Taylor Bay, and
Shelley Hill Lake Access Areas
on Lake Barkley will be closed
from November 1 to February 15
in cooperation with Kentucky
Fish and Wildlife and U. S. Corps
of
waterfowl
Engineers
regulations. The area between
Cravens Bay and Crooked Creek
has been designated as a
waterfowl refuge in an effort to
increase the concentrations of
ducks and geese in the Lake
Barkley-Land Between the Lakes
Area.

In cold action of the gun or unload it.
fiefore the Hunt:
Thousands of Americans are
taking to the forests and fields weather, wear sturdy boots and Push gun laterally under the
this fall, seeking wild game for clothing—selected for high fence. Then climb through or
Carry a compass, over the fence at the butt end of
visibility.
table or trophy, and the
American Red Cross cautions small flashlight, lighter or the weapon.
hunters to be mindful of the matches in a waterproof case, In a group, one hunter should
strong knife, first aid kit and hold the weapons, while his
dangers involved.
"Hunting is a deadly, serious map of area. A loud whistle could companions get through the lethal. The bow hunter usually
sport and should not be taken be carried to summon aid, if fence; then the weapons should wears camouflaged clothing and
be passed across the fence, depends upon stealth in stalking
lightly," says Billy Newsome, needed.
Ask
muzzle up. The first person can his quarry. He could be in much
Hunt:
the
On
permission
for
Programs
Director of Safety
the 10-state Southeastern Area of to hunt on private property. and then go Over or through the fence. danger among fun hunters
Many times a special type
Red Crass, headquartered in when leaving, notify the Ian. Firing: Wait until your target
is
shot
good
is attached to the bow to
a
and
quiver
is
visible
fully
Goergia
Atlanta,
Improve firepower. When this
Newsome offered the following downerIn open fields or brush, hunters available before pulling the
kind is used, the tips of the
Don't shoot at
A left- trigger.
safety tips to gun and bow and should walk abrest
arrows should be covered with a
handed hunter should always be movement or a noise. NN
arrow hunters:
Approach downed game 'kith protective hood.
Gun storage: Store guns in a placed on the right end of the
Learn First Aid: "A good
sturdy cabinet under lock and group because of his tendency In caution. The animal may only be
stunned and can be dangerous: hunter is aware of the hazards
key, out of reach of children and swing right.
Don't carry game over your Involved in the sport and knows
others not qualified to handle Be alert for other hunters.
them. Lock ammunition up, too, Inspect the gun muzzle shoulders. Drag the game out, how to minimize them,'
preferably separate from the frequently to make certain it is carry it on a traverse or dress it Newsome concludes. "And for
not plugged with mud, earth or out, quarter it and bring out the good measure, he should take a
guns.
Red Cross first aid course, so he
Gum Care: Inspect guns well weeds. A plugged barrel could pieces.
Archery is able to take care of himself or a
Ricky Lowe of Murray bagged these two Canadian geese last before use; a malfunction would explode or split when being fired, Bow and Arrow:
weekend near the southern end of the Land Between the Lakes. result in a serious injury to the causing serious injury or death. hunting is popular, but the razor- fellow hunter. just in case an
Crossing a Fence: Open the edged arrows are extremely accident does occur."
shooter.

MIAMI —
Lions may irnpr
season of melti
a result of talk
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and Premier
The Soviet
lieved to have
counterpart to
wordy attack
United States.

IN KENTUCKY
FRANKFORT, Ky. --Most small game hunters
are bent on getting into the field on the very first day
of the season. Their fever is running high after a
year's layoff and they figure to get into the rabbits,
quail and grouse, as well as squirrels, before the
other hunters "get them all."
Of course, their fears are unfounded. Acutally the
best hunting usually occurs after two or three weeks
of the season have passed and sometimes even into
the new year. During the early part of the season
the hunter is disorganized. First he is likely out of
condition physically, and so are his dogs. Also, he
has an itchy trigger finger anorhis shooting suffers.
The cover is so thick during this period that a
hunter is less apt to sight his quarry as the game
finds denser places in mitUch to, hide. If the weather
is hot, the dog is apt to "run down" after a few hours,
and his master is in about the same shape.
And, in the early days every person who has any
idea of hunting tries to get into the fields, causing a
crowded condition. The same field may be hunted a
half dozen times a day by different groups of hunters.
True, a great deal will be garnered the first (lay.
With so many hunters in the field, the game is at a
distinct disadvantage and the hunter has the Oge.
For instance, a once jumped rabbit that has eluded a
hunter may be ousted more easily from his temporary hiding place by a second or third group. The
same is true of coveys of birds. Alter having been
shot into and scattered VIP" anay not have time to'reassemble into a covey before another band of
hunters and dogs invades their individual sanctuary.
So it's not all that important to get into the fields
in the early days of a season. There will be plenty of

game left, as the early hunters, MU not hue the
population a great deal.
A few years ago a testing group in another state
released a given number of rabbits in a fenced-in
area in which there was sufficient food and cover
and water. This was prior to the hunting season. It
was determined that the rabbits could not excape
through the fence.
When the season rolled around a controlled hunt
Banters scoured the
was held in this given area.
plot thoroughly, they thought, and after a day of
intensive hunting they had sighted less than the
number of rabbits that had been released. In a few
days the area was tested again, and again rabbits
were found. This continued for some time.
. The experiment proved that at least half of a
rabbit population can successfully hide from the
hunter even in a fenced-in area. If a man hunted a
field as intensively as he could, there would be
rabbits (and the same applies to quail) left undetected in that field.
So;if a hunter can't make it the first two or three
weeks of the season, he may well consider himself
lucky. In later days he'll find thinner cover for the
animals and birds as snows will mash down tall
weeds, etc. Hell find his dogs as well as himself in
better htmalang condition. The game will be larger
and fatter, perhaps, and hunted areas will be less
crowded. In short, the enjoyment in the cool, brisk
days of December and January will be greater.
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Kosygin visit may bri better
nursing a d cancer
By THEODORE A. EDIGER
Copley News Service

MIAMI — Cuba-U.S. relations may improve during this
season of melting cold wars as
a result of talks in Havana between Premier Fidel Castro
and Premier Alexei Kosygin.
The Soviet premier is believed to have told his Cuban
counterpart to soft-pedal his
wordy attacks against the
United States.

e#
merA.

A joint Soviet-Cuba communique after Kosygin's lourday Red-carpet visit coddemned, among other things,
"the imperialist (economic)
blockade against Cuba." Distant Russia, weary of the costly
and endless chore of sending
bare necessities to economically distressed Cuba, would like
to see a supply line from nearer
nations reopened. Oil, for example, requires a 28-day round

trip from the Black Sea to
Havana.
The U.S. position has been:
No deal as long as Castro keeps
slamming the door in our face.
President Nixon, who will
talk to Soviet boss Leonid
Brezhnev next spring, with
Cuba looming on the agenda,
said last April: "As long as
Castro is adopting an antagonistic anti-American line,
we are certainly not going to
normalize our relations with
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him. As soon as he changes his
line toward us, we might consider it. But it is his move."
Diplomatic sources close to
Cuba say, however, that Castro
feels it is Nixon's move.
Castro's demands have been
represented as being not only
lifting the blockade but also
bridling Cuban exile raiders
and negotiating for return td
Cuba of the U.S. Navy base at
Guantanamo Bay on Cuba's
south coast.
All three points were touched
in the Kosygin-Castro communique, broadcast in Havana
and monitored in Miami.
In their talks, Kosygin probably also assured Castro he will
"nyet" any Nixon suggestion to
negotiate him out.
Such a plan, currently in the
international rumor ' ,could
as a
well be in Nixon's
.-Cuba
possible way out of a
stalemate. It might pull the rug
from under a spawning Democratic presidential campaign
issue — normalization of Cuba
relations.
The President may also feel
pressure to do something about
Cuba because Latin American
nations are growing restless
over the Communist island's
isolation. Peru has just announced intentions to resume
diplomatic relations with
Havana. That will make it
three, with Mexico and Chile
already in the club. Others are
knocking at the door.
Whatever happens, it appears the Havana talks were a
strategy session prior to
Nixon's Moscow visit. Kosygin
invited Castro to Moscow, too,
but didn't say when.
It would appear, from the
fiesta atmosphere Kosygin
found on Castro's island, contrasting with a cool reception
on his last visit there four years
ago, that Cuba-Soviet relations
are at a peak.
When the Soviet premier
stepped from his jet at Jose
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Marti Airport, Castro tickled
his cheeks with his whiskers
while administering a bear hug
WASHINGTON (UPI) — A tests showed virus particles in
and Latin-style embrace.
scientist has raised the question the milk, and if it were my
Then unpredictable Fidel of whether certain women with sister, 1' d tell her not to nurse,'
must have really startled the a family history of breast can- Spiegel man said.
Russian — fresh from a demon- cer should nurse their girl babies.
Dr. Robert J. Huebner of
stration-harassed visit to CanBut some of his colleagues the National Cancer Institute',
ada — by riding with him into acted as though they wished Bethesda, Md., who presided
Havana in an open convertible. the subject, had never come at the news conference, hastenThousands of workers, given a up. They said they were afraid ed to point out that nobody
holiday and bused to the area, that "scare stories" might show knows whether the particles
lined the10-mile route shouting up in the news.
associated with mouse breast
The scientist was Dr. Sol cancer are also involved in
The communique after Kosy- Spiegelman of Columbia Uni- human cancer.
gin's sojourn said, "The Soviet versity who took part in the
On the subject of nursing by
side reiterated its condemna- autumn meeting of the National cancer-susceptible human mothtion of the imperialist blockade Academy of Sciences (NAS). ers, "we make no recommendawhich the United States of
Speigelman reported that tion," he said.
America imposes on Cuba,and virus-like "B particles" show
Another scientist at the conthe different types of hostile ac- up in the milk of mice ;trains ference, Dr. Phillipe Shubik of
tions promoted by them — in- with a high frequency of breast die University of Nebraska at
cluding piratical actions."
cancer. The same particles have Omaha, broke in to remark
The statement continued: "It been found in the milk of worn- that there has been a "huge despoke out equally against the il- sen with an.inherited predispo- crease" in breast feeding of infants in recent decades.
legal permanence of Guan- sition to mammary tumor.
It has been established that
"But," he said, "there has
tanamo in Cuban territory."
ani- been a large increase in breast
This could develop into a be'-- some cancers in laboratory
mals are caused, or at least cancer."
gaining wedge during Nixon"turned on," by certain viruses.
Spiegelman calmly acquiBrezhnev negotiations.
But this has never been proved esced in all of his colleagues'
During conferences with the
in the case of human cancers, remarks. But he said he would
Cuban dictator, sandwiched
believe stick to his advice to his hypobetween tours and festivities, though many researchers
thetical cancer-prone sister.
Kosygin likely set forth some it will be some day.
Spierlman said "it may be
political and economic facts of
can -be
life while pledging continued ..diecad.es before it
particles
viral
that
ted
demonstra
estimates,
aid. By Western
in human milk do or don't
Moscow already had given the
have anything to do with
Castro regime more than $1 bilhuman breast cancer.
lion in military aid. And under
But he went on to 'wonder
agree-Havana
Moscow
new
a
women with a [waif!
whether
$500
receive
to
ment, Cuba is
history of high breast esiicIt.
million yearly in economic asincidence, in whose milk 4`B
sistance.
be
As for exile attacks on Cuba, particles" are found, should fetheir
nurse
to
not
advised
rein
minimal
been
have
these
male infants.
cent years due to U.S. forbidIn mice, he said, the suspect
dance and vigilance. Only one,
a small hit-and-run raid Oct. 12, particles are transmitted to offhas been verified this year. spring in the mother's milk.
Havana Radio blamed it on the Some questions
U.S. government.
Where can women et their
Whether Castro will moder- milk tested for the viral parate his anti-U.S. blasts remains ticles? What would it cost? Reto be seen. As of now, broad- porters asked these and other
casts he controls and speeches questions.
he makes hammer vituperousSpiegelman said the extremely at the nation he considers his Cy refined tests cannot now be
No. 1 enemy. The Cuban chief carried iSut in an ordinary —clialso spares no name-calling nical laboratory. But if they
against the Organization of could?
American States, which has
"If there were a tantiliat
authority to lift the hernipsher- history of breast cancer, if
ic diplomatic and economic
boycott against him. He or
spokesmen for him have called
the OAS such things as a sewer
colonial ministry.
betan
U.S..
u U.S
Anthensu
and
intiatedl
triguing report has just been
says
published in Miami. AIP, a
Cuban anti-Communist publishing center, quoted a diplomatic source as saying the
Soviet Union had offered, at a
secret high-level U.S.-Soviet
conference in Mexico, to pull
out of Cuba for $4 billion. This
,would represent reimbursement for money spent on Cuba
to date by Moseow. Another
stipulation, according to the
source, would be U.S. withdrawal from Guantanamo.
Moreover, the United States
would have to permit Marxist
rule in Cuba.
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NEW YORK (1 l'1) — To
avoid sudden rashes. and short
circuits in the nervous system,
pl5atir plan for Christmas within the next 24 hours if you
hav.en't already.
Spreading out the chores
will keep you busy but not
nearly so rushed as the procrastinator is at the last minute.
Some things to do right now,
as suggested by. the Cleanliness
Bureau: Nlake calendar sheets
for November and December
with large blocks for each day..
Then write in all the "things to
do." Such work :sheets help to
keep the schedule of cleaning,
coitliing, shopping, yard writing
and decorating ninning smoothDecide what parties and activities will be part of your family's celebrating.
Cheek recipes And 'plan
menus for these events. Look
for mow do-ahead-anil-freeze
ideas.
Once Mr1111s art set. polish
and wash serving iiieres and
trod china. silver and crystal.
Set aside its protective wrapping
For the first holiday event.
Cel the gift shopping list
ready, with names, size?. and
tentativc presents ,or general
eategon:•.. Keep a rip,/ of ihe
liat with you to take advantage
of Store features.
mail
If you plan to ship
for some items, do it earl%
Bring the Christmas card lost
lip to date and get your cards,
the :sumer the better. if you
don't already have them. Now
ui odd free moments write addresses, plus any perm Mai iii l
,pr the Carat,.

It takes a great
community to make
a good community better
We shore in the pride of
the businessman who
remodels. expauds. makes
improvements and is
successful in his business.
His success is our success.
a matter of community
pride.
Remember. a C'ornmunity
is like a home. with neglect
it loses its value..
It's a great communit
that supports their
businessmen. And your
support guarantees the
will make our community
even better.
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U.S. SST revival tied to Concorde, TU-144
by e'RANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
American aviation experts

believe the Uruted States will
be back at the drawing board to
design and ultimately build a
supersonic transport late in
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25 likely
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28 Fruit seed
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Diets% by United Feature Syndicate,

this decade

But the approach to the
multibillion-gollar project will
be vastly different than it was
during the 1960s and the first 15
months of the 1970s, before
Congress abandoned
America's venture into the
commercial SST field.
Next time, the experts say,
an attempt will be made to
keep the project out of the
hands of politicians, the conservationists
and
other
pressure groups which finally
persuaded Congress to scuttle
the 1,800-mile-an-hour airliner.
The new approach envisions
U. S. aerospace firms teaming
up with their British and
French counterparts to design
and build a second-generation
SST — one perhaps larger and
certainly faster than the
American version would have
been if it had flown.
Officials of the Boeing Co.,
which would have built the SST,
emphasize an American move
to resurrect the project will
await the outcome of world
reaction to the British-French
Concorde and the Russian-built
TU-144, smaller and slower
than the U. S. version would
have been, but supersonic
nevertheless.
-T. A. Wilson, Boeing
president:- says any new
American SST project needs
the public's understanding and
support if it is to encounter a
better
fate
than
its
predecessor. He made this
clear when Congress cut off
SST funding last March and

hasn't changed his rrund
The performance of the
Concorde and the TU-144 and
world reaction to them will
determine to a great extent Usa
course of any revival of la
American SST program," an
official Boeing spokesman told
Copley News Service.
"First, these airliners must,
by their performances, refute
the claims of SST opponents
that faster-than-sound transports would change the
world's climate, cause skin
cancer to develop on earthlings
and wreak widespread sonic
boom damage.
•'Second, a global need for
supersonic commercial aircraft must be shown through
wide passenger acceptance, at
least of the Concorde."
If these events come to pass,
the stage might be set for
development of a nextgeneration SST, one whose
design, construction and
performance would profit by
the shortcomings of the Concorde and TU-144.
Yet without government
financial aid, such a project
would be so costly, a U. S.British-French consortium
likely would be the only course.
The American aerospace industry conceded it could ncitgo
it alone on the SST program.
Thus an end to federal dollars
meant an end to the project.
The tremendous resources of
the U. S., British and French
aerospace industries, pooled
together, might be a different
story, aviation experts em-
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ALL SEEM REAL -SUCH RUBBISH- I'M
HERE TO FIND A
TIGER-- HOT A FAIRY
TALE,
THE GOLDEN
COMET
RETURNS, THE
CURSED CITY 15
REBORN FORA
N,GHT. THIS
CURSE WILL END
MIA THE
ARRIVAL OF
A STRANGER THE PHANTOM

BEATLE BAILEY

NANCY
SLUGGO,
I'M
MAKING
PANCAKES
FOR

I HOPE
THEY'RE
NOT AS
HARD AS
THE LAST
TIME

OOPS ---I
DROPPED
ONE

THAT'S THE HARDEST
ONE YOU'VE EVER
MADE
•.---

(((
•01

•••

LEV ABNER
AN SHOWED

'IORE vEN-Si4UN

HE BUST OUT LAFF11\1; IN
THAT ROLLICKIN'\NAY 0'
-AN'

-THEY THOUGHT
THE'l DROPPED

..
7-"Zirex' Cleareir
By FTC Ruling
Du Pont considers that
"Zerex" anti-leak anti-freeze is
fully cleared by the Federal
Trade Commission's action
announced recently.
The
Commission has dropped all
charges against "Zerex" as
presently formulated, including
the allegations that the television
can-stabbing demonstration was
false, and that the product could
cause damage The FTC in effect
concedes
present
that
manufacturing and advertising
practices for "Zerex" are
completely acceptable, thus
giving the product a clean bill of
health.
Du Pont questions the fairness
of the FTC's procedure in announcing 12 months ago a
"proposed complaint" in a
manner calculated to gain wide
publicity. The reputation of Du
Pont and its product was
damaged by charges - subsequently disproved and dropped. Certainly the American
consumer did not benefit from
this action, and the
Du Pont
Company was injured without
remedy.
Du Pont intends to contest the
present FTC complaint that antileak "Zerex" was inadequately
tested and, as formulated prior to
1970, could cause operational
problems.
The company is
confident that "Zerex" will be
exonerated of these charges, just
as It was cleared of the earlier
allegations.
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On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

Phone i
753-5787 1'

S

NO'

ttet
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8 to 5 :
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eti New 01

0
I to 5 1 Sunday
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FREE ESTIMA
installation. Fix

ELECTROLUX
vices, Box 213, It
Sanders, phone
rnington, Kentu

.43BILE HOME
rates. Broad cos
claim service. V
don't think of
when you think
rte. Harding Gal
Insurance an(
Agency. Phone 7

I This is the beginning of the best Planting Season
of the year, while everything is dormant
We have a good selection of Top Quality
Plant Material, including all types of evergreen,
shrubbery, and trees.
0

SHOP DOWN'
Igturday, while
tile FREE mo
Tickets are F
ticipating stores

Report On
Especially good for planting at this time of
Airports In Aeroplane : the year are Shade, Fruit and Ornamental Trees.
I:
State Given to airplane FOR SHADE . . .
t

FRAIRT Ky. (UPI
report repared by Spindeltop
Research of Lexington says
Kentucky will need $472 million in
airport construction and improvement in the next 20 years.
The figure on the projected
needs of Kentucky for air transportation includes $227 million
for upgrading existing airports in
the state.
The biggest chunk of new expansion is 9297 million for a new
facility in
the LouisvilleJefferson County area.
The
report makes no mention of the
oombrov...--aud ).ort sa-ollogaios
for the area but does include
money for a new airport of some
tYPe.
Other construction listed in the
report released at a news conference Wednesday were 820. 5
million for improvements to
airports in the bluegrass area of
the state; $10 million for a new
au-port at Pikeville to replace the
Hazard and Whitesvurg facilities
and some improvements to the
Standiford and Bowman field
airports in Louisville.
The report said federal funds
could account for about 14 per
cent of the costs. The report says
$22 million would be needed for
improvements and expansion in
1973 and $21 million in 1974.
In unveiling the report, Gov.
Louie B. Nunn said on one of the
prime objectives of it was to
"design and airport system that
by 1990 would provide 30-minute
access to air transportation
service to every Kentuckian."
Nunn said Kentucky was the
first state in the nation to have
completed a statewide airport
system under the Federal
Aviation Administration-funded
planning program.
RADIATION STUDY
REDONDO BEACH, Calif.
(UPI) —TRW System Inc. has
been chosen by the National
Aeronautics and Space Agency
to develop an observatory to
high-energy
radiation
study
from space, at a contract cost
of $70 million, the company
announced Thursday.

CHICAGO (UPI) - The
Wright brothers flew one 68
years ago but airplanes have
been around officially only 55,-,
years.
The concept of mechanical
flight was almost a century old
before modern aeronautical
terminology began to take
shape, according to Encyclopaedia Britannica, and aircraft
were referred to variously as
aerial ships, aerial steam carriages and flying machines.
The term aeroplane was first
used in 1866, to describe a
',Hum ear "piste Ws else Me,"said
from 1873 that.tirm was used
to refer to the entire aircraft.
But to the D. rights what they
flew was -the machine- or "the
flyer."
It wasn't until 1916 that the
Americanized version of aeroplane-"airplane-- became official when government agencies
adopted the word. From then,
it grew into general usage.
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ONE HOUR SERVICE

SPECIAL

DRY CLEANING

OFFER

t

GOOD MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY - NOV 29, 30, DEC. 1
2-Piece
Ladies or Mens

Singles

2/$ 1.89

SUITS

FREE! Mothproofing—Mildew proofing

$

1 00

We have shirt laundry Services here'

SMALL FARM:
business or fut
One mile Eas
proxirnately 1C
Alog wire fencir4
gozy older 7 roon
For appointment
2173.

,ec

ONE-HOUR
Martinizin

East Side of Square

riIHREE BEDR(

',baths, carpet(
Carport and fenc
Financing ava
party. Phone 75:
pill

ONE HOUR SERVIC
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7:00 Today
9-00 Dinah
1.30 Conceit.
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10:30 Squares
1100 Jeopardy
17,00 1.400 .
11-. 30 WWW
n

is':,%7:-tee,

5 0.

8:00 movie

6:30 McCoys
7:00 Bozo
6:30 Romper
9:00 Lucy
9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Mov.Game
10,30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11'30 Flipper
12:00 My Children
12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1,30 Dating
3:00 Gen HosP.
2 - 30 One Life
3 00 Password
3•X) Love Am
4 00 Jeannie
4 10 Green Acres
500 News
6-30 Movie
11 00 NFL
11:00 News
Movie

11:10

r

Sti

(;uitarls

I

5:45 Journal
7:00 Today
6:00 News
9:00 Dinah
6:30 N'Ville
AM 9:30 Concern.
7:51 Kitc,
Kern. 10:00 Sale Can.
COO Kangaroo
10:30 Squares
9:00 Toll-Truth
11:00 Jeopardy
9:30 T or C
11:30 W-W•W
10:00 Fam. Affair 11:55 News
10:30 Love of Life 12:00 News
I 00 Our Lives
11:00 Heart Is
12:15 Pastor
1 . 30 Doctors,
ii • 30 Search
12:341 Romp.
2 DO An World
17 00 Singing Con. 12:55 Calendar
17 • 00
1:00 Lives
3
2 12
:7°
0
12 25 News
'1:30 Doctors
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30
3
12:30 World Turns 2:00 World
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News
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11:00 NFL Ftbl
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3:30
Movie
6:00
11:00 News
6:00 News
4:00 Movie
10,00 News
11:30 Judd
630 G. Acres
5:25 News
10,30 Tonight
12:00 News
7:00 Laugh-In
6:30 Dead-Alive
7:00 Gunsmoke
10:00 News
111:00 Lucy
10 . 30 Tonight
0:30 Doris Day
9:00 3 Sons
1:30 Arnie
WOO News
10:30 Movie
11:30 LaLione
1:00 The Hour
10:00 USDA
0-30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11:20 Password
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My
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12:00
00 Nwed
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1:
1:30 Dating
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2:30 One Life
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3:
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The average American eats
more than seven pounds of
pickles a year.

SPECIAL
ST1
SUSAN
Folk

..- OAK .-- MAPLE fr- ASH
,-- GUM fr- POPLAR ,LOCUST

FOR
I

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Monday
CH. 3
WSIL

YOU

TO ED
SULLIVAN-

phasize They point out, too,
that by the mid- or late 1970s,
the 1: S. government might
take a different view of the SST
program, Congress included.
The Concorde and TU-144
already proved their airworthiness in overseas test
flights. But engineers still are
working to wipe out "bugs" in
tune for deliveries to many of
the world's airlines by 1973.
The American SST was to
have carried up to 250
passengers at a cruising speed
of 1,800 m.p.h. The Concorde
can carry 128 to 140 passengers
at 1,650 m.p.h. and the TU-144
from 100 to 125 passengers at
1,550 m.p.h.
Aviation experts claim the
know-how of Boeing, which
worked for 10 years on the SST
before it was canceledvcoupled
with what the British and
French learn from the Concorde, would make an unbeatable team for work on a
second-generation faster-thansound airliner. They predict
such a consortium might well
force the Russians out of SST
world rivalry in the late 1970s.
U. S. aviation experts believe
the Concorde's performance so
far is encouraging and think it
will disprove the critics' claims
that supersonic air travel is
strictly for the jet set and
therefore too expensive to be
profitable over the long haul.
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SHOP THE WANT ADS WAY

NOTICE

NOTICE

tteettttilottteolottt
MERY WARD t
tMONTGO
CATALOG AGENCY 304 Main, Murray

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our deepest
POP, CLASSICAL & CoalltrY
records. Regularly $4.00 to $8.00 gratitude to those • sending
album, $2.00 each. Singles $.50 flowers, food, and cards during
N29C the death of our dear Mother, and
each. Phone 753-4908wife, Ethel Cooper.
Has Limited Supply of
ONE HUNDRED head feeder Special thanks to the Poplar
pigs,50 lbs. and up. $10.00 and up. Springs Church Choir, to Bro.
Phone 753-6940.
N29C White and Bro. Perkins for their
comforting words, and the Max
Churchill Funeral Home for their
SPOTS before your eyes-on your 1953 FORD PICKUP truck, good excellent services.
new carpet-remove them with condition. One Winchester 12 May God bless each of you is
Blue
Lustre. Rent electric gauge automatic shotgun, ribbed our prayer.
till
The Cooper Family.
ITP
shampooer
Murray Home & 28" modified barrel. Been shot
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tankf___
Auto Store.
FOR RENT
N27C four times. One pair Beagle dogs,
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
NICE FURNISHED apartment, SHOW CASE, a real antique. trained and read to run Phone
LOST & FOUND
753-1277 days or 753-5175 nights or
ELECTROLUX SALF-S & Ser- electric heat. Phone 753About seven feet long, glass all
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M 6044.
N27C around the front, sides and top. see Rudy Bailey at Rudy's Body TWO FtEDBONE Coon Hounds,
Shop.
N29C lost in Irvin Cobb and Pottertown
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarClosed in back with sliding
mington, Kentucky.
Road community. U found phone
TFC THREE BEDROOM house; den, wooden doors. Best offer. See at
FIREWOOD, DELIVERED in 474-22/12.
D2C
40BILE HOME Insurance. Low central heat and air, carpet, Ledger and Times. Also have
/
2 baths, dishwasher. four modern display islands Murray, $10.00 a rick. Black
rates. Broad coverage. Excellent drapes, 11
locust
fence
$.50
each. Few LOST: ST. Bernard Dog.
posts,
claim service. When you see die Kingswood Subdivision. Phone made of metal in green abd white
sweet potatoes, $2.00 per bushel. Reward.Phone
with adjustable shelves. N3ONC
153-4755.
N30C
don't think of Insurance, but 753-7337 days,or 489-2455
Phone J. C. Russell, 436N27C
when you think of Insurance see nights.
2149.
N29C LOST: BIRD Dog pup, lemon and
Me. Harding Galloway, Galloway
white, in vicinity Gibbs Store
Insurance and Real Estate FIVE ROOM farm house, bath
10'x55'
MARLETTE,
two Road. Phone Joe Wilkerson 753A‘ency. Phone 753-5842.
D2C full basement, shady lawn
bedroom trailer. Fully carpeted, 6430
garden spot available. Located,
N30C
call 753-6226.
D7C
SHOP DOWNTOWN Murray on paved road three miles east
oil
ipturday, while your children see Murray. Phone 753-1665.
N27C 1
WANT TO BUY
SLINGERLAND
MARCHING
die FREE movie at the Capri.
snare drum with stand, $30.00.
Tickets are Free from par- NEW TWO bedroom, all electric
Phone 753-6057.
N29C 'WANT TO BUY; logs and
icipating stores.
N27C trailer. Has carpet throughout.
standing timber. Also have for
and
I neated on private lot. Phone 492EXECUTIVE TYPE office desk, sale lumber and sawdust.
N29C
9786.
SPECIAL GUEST
walnut grained finish with swivel Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
TFC
STAR
chair with leather seat. Excellent Phone 753-4147.
FURNISHED apartNEW
condition.
Phone
753-8997
after
ment, built-in kitchen, dining
AUTOS FOR SALE
5:00 p.m.
N30C
area, living room, one bedroom,
Call .
Folk Singer &
three closets, bath and hall.
1955 CROWN VICTORIA Ford.
Guitarist with
LADY'S LEFT handed golf clubs,
Carpeted throughout. Nicely
Good condition. Original interior.
Joe Doran
used
twice.
Like
new
Phone
753furnished. Adjoins college. All
Must see to appreciate. Phone
and company
7374.
N30C
TFC
private. Phone 753-8648.
492-8688.
N27C
Saturday only,

CHRISTMAS CATALOGS

5
Ion.
'Sat

iot New Owner Invites You To Come In /t
and Pick One Up
tterettItttte,l'il'itilott

to 5
nday

12x50 FULLY CARPETED,
83250.00. Lots of real nice quality
mobile homes on lot. Special 1972
three bedroom double wide, only
$6995. Financing available on lot.
We trade for anything of value.
Bill's Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Beltine Highway, Paducah,
Kentucky. Phone 443-6150. D3C

Christmas
Trees

!en

FLOCKED

rees

SUSAN HALE

REGULAR
TREES

753-6350
Order Now!

530 to 8:30 p.m.

Mile on Lynn
Grove Highway

BEAGLE PUPS, female, 10
months old. Good markings. 1966 OPEL SPORT Coupe.
Excellent conPhone 753-6051.
N30C Beautiful car.
dition. $675.00. Phone 753N27C
REGISTERED DUROC boar, 14 8124.
POOR SOUL---This guy's sick. He's sufferONE of the finer things of life- months old, about 300 lbs. Phone
ing from dysrhythmia, a malady common to jet
door
1964
four
POLARA
DODGE
N30C
Blue Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent 753-8966.
setters who zip through a score of time zones
sedan. Bought new in Murray.
electric shampooer $1. Begley's
A,
equipped. In excellent
without
Well
giving their body clocks time to adjust.
Drug Store.
N27C
753-3202.
Phone
condition.
N27C
Even his trusty hourglass won't help him figure
1969 EL CAMINO, custom,
CLOSING, DECEMBER 4. TWO BEDROOM trailer, car- 10'x50' COLONIAL MOBILE automatic, power and air. Phone •
out
when to eat or sleep.
Five years ago we opened the
PONTIAC FOUR door
neteA f4efle4e$ hire‘f pii coat Wine, 12114. hilly furnished with, zanleas after 5, 00 p
Mee.
Sboemaker livestock business ditioned. Must have ilWrences. washer and dryer. Clean, ex, per steering, power
but due to physical conditions we See Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer cellent condition. Phone 474SEVEN ROOM house in Hazel. brakes, factory air Excellent
are going out of business but want Court after 5:00 p.m.
N27C 2320.
D3C Nice garden space, bath, gas tires. Good condition. Phone 753to express ow- thanks and apfurnace, redecorated. $5,500 00 4445.
D2C
preciation to our friends and FIVE ROOM house, gas heat, 8
Fuel
oil
heater,
$15.00.
Metal
CHICKENS,
DUCKS, Bantams,
*tomers for making it a little miles out on old Murray Paris
cabinets and sink, $10.00. Phone 1969 VOLKSWAGEN, 14,000
brgger each year and for that we Highway. Small family desired. Pigeons, fancy and old time 492-8310.
D4C miles, like new. See at 1668 Ryan
favorites. Large selection.
Ave.
100C
are very grateful. It has been a Phone 498-8748.
N27P Hubert Alexander, 3 miles south
pleasure doing business with you.
By GUY RYAN
GRANDFATHER
CLOCK
potential and imaginary upsets
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Ronald
N29P
We want you to know that we THREE ROOM unfurnished Sedalia, 328-8563.
Copley News Service
English walnut, lovely painted
of the body's biological clocks Schureman, Kentucky's director
FOR SALE
opecled your hogs, but getting to apartment, duplex, at 509 Elm
dial. Needs cleaning and ad- r
caused by moving at )et speeds of forestry, was named chairman
know and associate with you Street. Phone 753-1573.
The doctor checked me over across several time zones.
N27C CLEAN CARPETS the save and justment. First $180.00. Phone
of two regional forest fire groups
safe
way
with
Blue
Lustre.
Rent
carefully. I'd been feeling pale
meant more to us than your hogs
But if you've got it, you still at a recent meeting of Southern
753-7683 after 5:00p.m.
N30C
lately. He didn't come up with feel feeble.
We hope each of you can come by TWO BEDROOM mobile home. new electric shampooer $1.
State Foresters in Atlanta.
anything.
and see us whether you have A nice quiet beautiful place to Western Auto, Home of "The GOOD USED cultipackers. Call
Transport
Air
The
He was named chairman of the
Then
he
Wishing
asked,
Well.'
"Been
N27C
Isms or not.
Association says there art
Vinson Tractor Co.,753-4892. ITC
live, one mile from city limits.
Southeastern States Forest Fire
lately"
anywhere
we say thanks for Phone 753-5109.
Again
some things you can do to
DIP
23-1/16X35"
"Just got back from the minimize the ill effects of the Compact Commission, a 10-state
everything you have done for us
ORGAN, YAMAHA Combo. Call PENTA TREATED lumber.
group which promotes effective
Soviet Upton," Iid M
•
id time change.
and wish each of you happiness TWO BEDROOM brick duplex. 753-229U
.009 Thick
-N27C Resistant to rot and termites
fire prevention and control in the
"Uh,
huh,
you've
got
get
sure
normal
First,
you
be
and prosperity in the future.
Electric heat, air conditioned,
Ideal for boat docks and any These plates are
The commission
perfect dysrhythmia."
sleep the nights before your Southeast
Business will still be open range furnished. Available now.
weather exposed uses. Murray
develops intergrated forest fire
"I've got what?"
Eat
acbegins.
your
trip
tinder new management.
$100.00 per month. Phone 753- SPECIAL
PRICE on AKC Toy Lumber Co., Maple Street, for siding or roofing
"Your circadian rhythm is customed food at normal meal plans and maintains firefighting
Shoemaker Livestock Co. N30C 6931.
D3C Poodle puppies.
ITC
out of whack."
Some rare ones, Murray,Kentucky.
hours and avoid a last-minute services in member states by
barns,
for
1_
placing
around
black and white, one white. Seven
I still didn't know what he rush to catch your plane. Start providing for mutual aid in
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE FURNISHED
APARTMENT; weeks old. Dewormed. Price only NEW AND used tractor tires.
bottom of mobile homes was talking about, but I figured the trip well rested.
fighting forest fires in the region
it would cost a pile to have it
SMALL FARM: good location! living room, bedroom, bath and $55.00. Phone 753-4469 after 6:00 Tractor flats repaired. Speedy to keep out the
If
you
want to sleep on the Cooperative agreements with the
wind
fixed.
business or future investment. kitchen, private entrance and p.m.
DIC service. Vinson Tractor Co.
flight, eat and drink sparingly U.S Air Force and various state
"It's nothing. It will go
Phone 753-4892
1T( and snow, and for many
one mile East Murray, ap driveway. All utilities furnished.
on the plane. Be wary of national guard units, for
away," he assured me. "It
proximately 10 acres pasture. Phone 753-5619 after 5:00 p.m.
other
uses
sleeping pills, ATA advises. example, would allow the
TWO BEDROOM 10'x55' New
such
as
happens to everybody who
Jg wire fencing, stables, water. N3OP
Just as a psychological crutch, member states to airlift crews
Moon 1965 mobile home. Very TWO PONIES for sale cheap.
whizzes through a dozen or so
"building
out"
Phone
N30C
492-8603.
f9.zy older 7 room house, modere.
put a pillow behin&your head and equipment for work on
nice. Also two fireproof safes..
time zones in a few hours."
•- if you are used to sleeping on especially severe fires.
tor appointment call 436Apartment size Frigidaire range.
mice
or
rats.
I felt better already. But not
a pillow at home.
Schureman was also named
2173.
TFC TWO BEDROOM duplex with Phone Hale's Lock Shop, 753- BOSTON TERRIER, registered,
much.
stove, refrigerator, air conPhone
seven
months
female.
old,
And as a physiological aid, chairman of the Southern
5980.
N27C
And
then
a
release
from
the
753-3896.
N30C
Cooperative
Forest
Fire
/
2 ditioner, washer and dryer. $90.00
REE BEDROOM brick, 11
Air Transport Association use a blanket. Body temCall at
per month, with $50.00 deposit
perature
Prevention
tends
Committee.
to
go
down
when
This
ths, carpeted throughout.
came
along
which
cleared
up
D1OC
8-TRACK TAPES
Carport and fenced in bat* yard. Phone 753-5792.
SERVICES OFFERED
some of the mystery of this you are sleeping. You might organization plans and directs a
catch a cold uncovered. ( Ac- special forest fire prevention
Financing available to right
strange malady.
12.95 up
103 N. 4th St.
upstairs
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking.
The circadian rhythm is tually, says ATA, if your life program in the South aimed at
party. Phone 753-4516 after 5:00 TWO BEDROOM
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
based on a number of body. runs on a rather regular reducing the number of inMurray, Ky.
D1C apartment with large living room
Pm.
and kitchen area, large closets,
354-&569 or
lopsoil.
Hardin
Phone
clocks
relating to your daily schedule, the body clock that cendiary fires. The prime target
,
jIAucaUu
furnished or unfurnished Private
D7C
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
time cycle, the ATA pointed operates your temperature will of the group is the malicious
-5 GUNMEN SEIZED
entrance Located at 1002 Walnut
out. And when these body automatically turn it down woods burner.
when your regular sleeping
MANILA (UPI -Police ar- clocks get out of
Street. phone 753.4450, if no SET OF 6 hole 15" chrome wheels FOR ALL ,our home additions,
The south, with about one-fifth
whack, so does
answer phone 753-3242 between 101* Chevrolet truck. New Phone alterations, remodeling, etc rested five heavily-armed your circadian rhytken. (The time comes around.)
of the nation's forest land, ex3 Bedroom brick, newly
Filipinos Thursday night after ward comes from the Latin
If you're going to be overseas periences about one-half of the
N27C Free Estimates. Phone 7538:008.M.and 8:00 p.m.'
N30C 7534428.
decorated, new wall to wall
TF1 the second attack within a week "circa," which means "about" for just a couple of days or so,
6123.
/
2
carpet, full basement, 11
nation's forest Fires. Over 60 per
.on Japanese businessmen in the and "dia" which means you might use the "time cent of the fires
HELP WANTED
baths, also shower in
result from incapsule" technique to adPhilippines.
TWO OLD tirney rockers, newly
basement, I blocks from
cendiarism and debris burning.
vantage. Keep your watch set
Takehisa Nogami, Japanese
BURGER QUEEN accepting upholstered and refinished. Good
/
2 block
court square, 11
And when that happens, you
CHIROPRACTOR
employment applications. Apply eondition Phone 753-4511 or 492Embassy vice consul in Manila, may get a bad case of on home time and eat when the AQUATIC LARCENY'
from Austin School and
903 SYCAMORE ST
hands tell you it's time arid
at the Burger Queen. 12th and 8296 after 4:00 p.m.
said the Filipinos chased the dysrhythmia.
PORTSMOUTH, England
N27C
Hospital.
MURRAY, KY 420 /1
sleep when you can. You may (UPI)-Burglars
two
businessmen
by
Chestnut between 12:00 and 2:00
car
along
used a boat to
Jet
travel
by
itself
doesn't
P,40,,I 753.0909
come home tired, but you
p.m.
Manila's seaside boulevard.
break into the Portsmouth
N27C WEIMARANER PUPPIES, AKC
upset these human body clocks,
7.3 99A0
Call 753-1257
' Nogami said one of the says ATA. But a combination of probably won't have a bad case Railroad Station, police said.
Utter. Phone 753-4847.
N30C
& Japanese was taken to a ultrafast speed and the ten- of dysrhythmia.
PLUMBING
CARROLL'S
They paddled the boat under
Christmas
are:
AVON GIFTS for
But for tourists who plan to
HOUSE IN Hazel, six rooms and
Coldwater.
Maintenance,
Phone
a pier adjoining the station,
hospital and treated for bruises dency of human beings to keep
receive, an even greater MAKE BEATEN down carpet
to
joy
A
spend
several
days in a foreign
bath, screened porch, back porch
N3OP after he was thrown out of a charging ahead full speed in
489-2295.
joy to 'ell. For full information nap at doorways bright and fluffy
country or countries, the "time climbed up the pilings, cut a
made into large utility room. Set
to
defiance
the
time
zone
in
taxi
trying
swerved
when
to
it
hole in the station floor and got
again
with
Blue
Lustre.
Big
365-4424
collect
call: after 7 p.m.
capsule" plan won't work.
BACICHOE OR dozer services
up for washer and dryer. Large
away with $250 in cigarettes and
N27C Expert work. Reasonable Phone evade the car carrying the which your biological clocks
write Mrs. Janet Kunick K.
or
About all you can do in this
garden. Also three room apartare set will cause trouble.
armed Filipinos.
whisky.
Manager Rt. 2, Box 136A,
TY('
753-9807.
For instance, when you fly to case is to take it easy upon
ment On city water and
A police patrol in the vicinity
Nvc,SERVICE STATION, located in
Princeton,Ky.
arrival
at
your
destination
an
overseas
destination, your
sewerage. If interested Phone
Coldwater, Will sell or Lease,
arrested five suspects armed
MATTER OF EMPHASIS
N30C
492-8347.
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back with a Thompson submachine stomach clock may tell you it's even go to bed for a few hours,
Fully Equipped Call 489ROME (UPIt - Neo-Fascist
no
matter
what time it is. Then
time for breakfast, but the local
WANTED: LADY to babysit in 2215.
N3OP hoe work. Phone Rex Camp. 75.1- gun and carbines before they
Deputy Giovanni Roberti commove
slowly
into
the
NEW TWO bedroom duplex my home daily from 11:00 a.m.
swing
of
time
may
indicate
it's
the
5933.
TFC could harm the two Japanese,
apartment, central heat and air, till 4:00p.m.Phone 753-7931. N30C
cocktail hour. If you ignore activity in the country you're plained,in Parliament Thursday
- Nogami said.
that the state television netwall to wall carpeting. Low down
your stomach clock and hoist a visiting.
1 INTERIOR PAINTING and wall
In this manner, says ATA, work titled a program about
.payment with assumable loan.
martini
instead,
it
upsets
your
papering. Phone 753-3183, ask for Gene Kely's next
the body's clocks will become the Fascist seizure of power in
circadian rhythm.
Phone 753-2381 or 753-1585. D1C FULL OR part time openings for
Bill.
HOLLYWOOD(UPI)- Gene
N3OP
adjusted to the new situation - 1922 "How A Dictatorship Is
ladies. Enjoy excellent earnings
The
ATA
assures
us
Shirley
Kelly is putting together a new
Born"
LOT IN Kingswood Subdivision, in time for Christmas. For indysrhythmia isn't a dread hbpefully.
Center
Garden
There's one other hope.
He said the proper tit&v
WILL DO In
Interior Painting. arena show titled "Clown Alley- disease. The term only
or will trade for anything. Phone terview appointment phone 753500 N. 4th
1972 in
Phone 753-3484.
N30C
describes all of the real, Maybe your tour guide will get should have been "How A
763-4516 after 500p.m.
D1C 1711 after 4:00p.m.
D7C °
t Wonr7AshltrVmiole:
flousto
dysrhythmia, too.
Democracy Dies."
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wah
to wall carpet with central heat
TRIANGLE INN
and air. $110.00 per month. Phone
-.753-7850.
TFC
•
DIES!! WHAT is Santa giving IUNFURNISHED
HOUSE
with
for christmas? He can't
being you a new figure, but one kingesize bedroom, bath and
utility in Kirksey. $40.00 per
Shapemakers can. Call 753D3oc month. Phone 489-2553.
N30C
2962.
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Man Treated At Hospital
Following Accident Here

Army-Navy Clash Overshadowed By SEC's Auburn-Alabama Game
with six games ending in ties. shutout.
By BOB Dl PIETR()
Riffling through the record Thirteen games have been
UPI Sports Writer
by five points or less
Since a thousand words have books reveals the following decided
eight contests
another
with
team
has
Neither
ever
facts:
about
written
already been
touchdown.
single
a
on
turning
series
for
the
more
dominated
today's epic struggle between
widest margin of victory
Alabama and Auburn and than five successive years. The The
above middies turned the trick twice, occurred in 1949 when Allpoised
ffngers are
quarterback Arnold
typewriter keys for thousands from 1939-1943 and from 1959- America
the cadets to a
more, let's talk instead about 1963. Army, on the other hand, Galiffa directed
win.
row
a
on
in
38-0
years
four
four
won
people
102,000
of
cult
A
a cult.
—including, in the past, Ameri- different occasions: 1901-04, Today's game follows an
established series pattern in
can Presidents—who make a 1913-16, 1930-34 and 1944-47.
that it has little reliable form.
pilgrimage to Philadelphia for
Defense Important
Navy (3-7)
the annual exercise in sen- Defense has usually played a Injury-riddled
timent and patriotism known as key part in the 71 previous appears to be overmatched
the Army-Navy game.
contests, 27 of which saw the against an Army team (5-4)
Since it began in 1890, the losing team shut out. Navy won greatly improved over last
Army-Navy imbroglio has been 17 of those, Army 10. The 1923 year's 1-1-1 squad. But the
one of the most hotly contested, dash ended in a scoreless tie. Middies have played a tougher
unpredictable affairs in college Incredibly, every one of schedule. Take away automatic
football history. The cadets Navy's 12 victories from 1906 losses to Michigan, Penn State
hold a 34-31 edge in victories,through the 1940 contest was a and Notre Dame and Navy

a
between
lot
parking
Volkswagen two door owned by
Lendon Nance and driven by
Deborah Kay Nance of Murray
Route Six, and a 1967 Pontiac two
door driven by John W.
Calaway of Marianna, Ark.
Police said Miss Nance was
goingsouth making a left turn,
going west
, Collins sustained abrasions of while Calaway was
vehicle
third
A
right.
a
making
acjaw,
right
the forehead and
was parked on the corner
cording to hospital officials.
the
Cars involved were a 1966 blocking the view of both
the
cars,
Calaway
and
Nance
by
owned
door
two
Qievrolet
Earl Herndon and driven by police report said.
Rudy Herndon of 1604 Magnolia Damage to the Volkswagen
but no
Drive,Murray,and a 1972 Datsun was on the left side,
to the
two door driven by Collins, ac- damage was reported
cording to the report filed by the Pontiac.
Murray Police Departrnentt.
Police said Collins, going west
on Sycamore, applied his brakes
to stop at the intersection at
South 16th Street but was unable Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., will
to stop on the wet streets and slid be speaking on the topic,
through the stop sign colliding "Forerunners of Renewal" at the
with the Herdon car going south 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. services at
on South 16th Street.
Methodist
the First United
Damage to the Herndon car Church on Sunday, November U. Mabra Travis of Almo Route
One died Friday at four p.m. at
was on the front end, bumper,
grill, and hood, and to the Collins The Junior High and Senior the Murray-Calloway County
car on the front, rear, and both High Youth Fellowship will meet Hospital. He was 78 years of age.
survived
sides.
Sunday at six p.m. for supper and The Calloway man is
by his wife, Mrs. Ruble Cain
South 12th Street was the scene programs at the church.
of another collision at 7:10 p.m
The Annual Charge Conference Travis of Aline Route One; two
which occurred while it was will be held Wednesday, daughters, Mrs. Virgil (Anna
of Hazel Park,
raining in Murray.
December 1, beginning with Marie) Lockhart
1968
a
Mrs. Roscoe
were
Involved
supper at 6:30 p.m, in the social ch., and
Volkswagen two door driven by hall. All members of the Ad- (Frankie) Feagin of Almo Route
; one brother, John Henry
James E. Blay of Paris, Tenn., ministrative Board are expected
via of Mitchell, Ind.; six
and a 1964 Chrysler four door to be present along with other
driven by 7,enas Chester Enis of persons specifically related to the andchildren.
Funeral services have been
Murray.
Charge Conference.
eduled for Monday at 1:30
who
Police said both cars were
Any member of the church
going north on South 12th Street so desires is encouraged to at- .m. at the chapel of the Max
with
in front of the Mid-Towner Motel tend the business meeting in the urchill Funeral Home
Beaver
of
Armstrong
v.
Glen
when Blay slowed down for Gleaner's Class Room beginning
officiating.
traffic. Enix was unable to stop at seven pm
Interment will be the Coles
on the wet street and collided
Ground Cemetery with the
with the rear of the Blay car.
Todd rrangements by the Max
according to the police report.
urchidl Funeral Home where
The Volkswagen was damaged
may call.
ends
on
Chrysler
the
and
the
on
rear
the front.
The police investigated another Rev. Wayne E. Todd, interim
accident at four p.m.on the Big K .• stor of the First Baptist
a urch, will be speaking at the
10:45 a.m. and five p.m. services
of the church on Sunday.
November 28.
The minister of music, W. R. Lexie Bea Smith,father of Mrs.
Howard, will be directing the Linda Hale of Almo Route One,
"The Gifts of Wise Men" will be adult choir in the hymn, ''Grace died Thursday at ten p.m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
the subject of the sermon by Bro. Greater Than Our Sin".
The deceased was 61 years Of
Roy Beasley at the 10:40 a.m. At the evening service the
service on Sunday, November 23, Joyful Singers will be presenting age and a resident of Benton
including the Route Eight.
at the Seventh and Poplar Church special music
hymn, "Love Lifted Me". The He is survived by his wife. Mrs.
of Christ
rehearsal for the Joyful Singers Mary Louise Smith of Benton
1 Tommy C,arraway will read the
will be at 4:45 p.m. The or- Route Eight; five daughters,
,scripture from Matthew 2:1-13.
dinance of baptism will be ob- Mrs. Linda Hale of Almo Route
Lenith
led
by
be
will
Prayers
served at the evening service. One, Mrs. Bertie Cope of Detroit,
Rogers and Max Farley.
The special prayer meeting in Mich.; Mrs. Sue Whitt of SymThe six p.m. sermon topic will
the
interest of the work of the sortie, Mrs. Brenda Smith of
be "Elders in Every Church''
pulpit
committee will be held at Benton Route Eight, and Mrs.
Acts
with the scripture from
Ruby K. Gamble of Benton;
seven
p.m.
Wednesday.
14:21-28 to be read by James
for the sister, Mrs. Lora Landon of
being
made
Plans
are
Yates. Gene Jones and Paul
Youth Week acitivities Mayfield Route Five; brother,
Ragsdale will lead the prayers. special
the weekend of December 5, Henry (Duffy) Smith of Boaz
for
Earl Nanny will make the
grandchildren.
by the director of youth, Mrs. Route One, nine
announcements and Josiah
funeral will be held today
The
anTreys
M
Further
Mathis.
Darnall will direct the song
nouncements will be made during at two p.m. at the Collier Funeral
service.
Chapel, Benton, with Dr. C.G.
the
corning week.
Announcement has been made
Morrow officiating.
of the congregational potluck
Burial will be in the Clark's
Saturday,
on
held
dinner to be
River Cemetery with nephews
December 18, at 6:30 p.m. in the
serving as pallbearers. Friends
all-purpose room in the basement
(Continued from Page 1)
may call at the funeral home.
of the church building.
of Balurghat in which a large
number of civilian casualties
were suffered. Earlier news
reports said at least 10 civilians
were killed and 22 wounded in
Balurghat.
The action came as reports
attributed to East Pakistani Special programs have been
rebel officials claimed further planned at various Baptist
ARLINGTON, KY. (UPI)— gains inside East Pakistan, churches in the Blood River
Three persons, including a Including advances around Jes- Association during the coming
mother and her eight-months-old sore town about 20 miles from week in observance of the week of
son, were tilled today in a head- the Indian border and to within prayer for foreign missions.
on collision after one of the about thrArrniles of Fern in the The theme of the study as
planned in the Royal Service
vehicles involved sideswiped eastern sector.
another on a bridge while at- All India radio reported magazine published by the
several areas of East Pakistan Woman's Missionary Union of the
tempting to pass.
The two cars which collided had fallen to the Mukti Bahini, Southern Baptist Convention is
near Nasirnagar. The radio "Expect From God: Attempt
burst into flames.
Police said the retreating Pakistani For God".
State
Kentucky
Trooperm identified the victims Army left behind a complete Most of the churches will be
as L.W. Moore, 23, of Clinton, trein, including th engine, and a having meetings each day from
Ky.; Kathlyn M. Kachin, 26, of huge supply of arms and November 29 to December 3, and
persons are urged to check the
Benton. Mo., and her eight- ammunition.
Indian Governors Meet
community calendar in the
months old son, John.
victims The Mukti Bailin' also were Ledger & Times or their church
Troopers said the
reported by All India Radio to bulletins.
apparently burned to death.
have killed 18 Pakistani troops The Lottie Moon Christmas
They said Moore's car
a surprise attack near offering will be taken and the
in
the
on
car
Kachin
sideswiped the
District, the goal for the Southern Baptist
bridge and the Kachin vehicle Dacca. In Rajshahi
year is
killed Convention this
collided bead-on with an on- Mukti Bahini reportedly
of the
objectives
and
soldiers
The
$16,750,000.
Pakistani
69
Kermit
by
driven
coming car
for
pray
to
are
encounter.
program
week's
an
in
irregulars
Travis
Travis, of Martin, Tenn.
Prime Minister the work of more than 2,500
suffered burns trying to rescue In New Delhi,
Indira Gandhi and Indian missionaries assigned to seventyMrs. Kachin and her child.
President V.V. Gini told a six countries, and to contribute to
of
husband
John Paul Kachin,
was meeting of state governors that the support of the work of these
woman,
dead
the
did not want a missionaries, according to the
hospitalized at Mayfield, Ky., the goverriment
but would Baptist literature
Pakistan
with
war
of
part
lower
with burns on the
'protect its territory.
his body.
The other occupant of the
GOULD BETTERS RECORD
Travis car, his wife, Patricia,
SYDNEY (UPI) — Shane
TENNESSEE JURIES
was not seriously injured
Judge Robert Taylor, of Gould bettered her own world
The accident occurred shortly Knox,ville district court, record in the women's 200after midnight on U.S 51 two Tennessee, has ruled that all meter freestyle Friday night
Arlington, in civil cases would be tried in with a clocking of two minutes,
miles south of
Tennessee by six-man juries. 5.8 seconds in the Drummoyne
Hickman County.
U.S. 51 in the area W8.9 blocked The traditional jury will be Pool
retained for criminal cases.
for 90 minutes
John Collins, University
Station, Murray, 19, was treated
at the emergency room of the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital after being injured in a
two car accident at South 16th
and Sycamore Streets on Friday
at 6:20 p.m.

Dr. Dodson, Jr.,
Gives Sermon Topic
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Mabra Travis
Dies Friday
At Hospital

begins to achieve panty.
Navy will be forced to start
eight or nine sophomores
because of the injury situation.
Dan Howard, their leading
rusher and tailback, underwent
surgery last week for a knee
Injury suffered in practice.
Chuck Voith, a standout linebacker, is of doubtful status
since spraining an ankle in
workouts.
Two Soph QB'S7
Both teams will likely start
sophomore quarterbacks, Navy
going with Fred Stavek and the
cadets with J. Kingsley Fink.
The last time sophomores
started at quarterback in an
Army-Navy game was in 1440,
when Navy won 14-0.
The pressure will be on

Middle coach Rick Forzano to
repeat his 11-7 victory over
Army last year. In fact, his job
may depend on it.
Forzano has compiled a
dismal 5-26 won-lost record in
three years at the helm and
Navy brass have remained
silent on a new contract for
next year, apparently awaiting
the outcome of today's contest.
Army is Favored
Watch for a passing game
since Kingsley is capable of the
long bomb and the Army
defense, shaky against the pass,
will have to contend with Larry
Van Loan, a sophomore receiver of great ability.
Army is a six-point favorite
for the 1:20 pin. EST clash at
John F. Kennedy Stadium.
In other contests, the third-

ranked Crimson Tide 10-0) is a
six-point pick to defeat No. 4
Auburn (9-0) in their battle for
the Southeastern Conference
crown, and 10th-tabbed Louisiana State spots 19 to Tulzine, as
does No. 11 Tennessee to
Vanderbilt. Ninth ranked Arizona State is chosen by 19 over
Arizona.

United

See
A

NOLETS BAD SHOULDER
PHILADELPHIA (UPI:
The Philadelphia Flyers of the
National Hockey League have
lost their leading goal scorer,
Simon Nolet, for the next week
to 10 days with a pulled
shoulder muscle.
Nolet, 29, suffered the injury
in a game with the Boston
Bruins last Thursday.
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Week Of Prayer To
Be Observed By
Baptist Churches
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